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Hans Beckhoff,
managing owner,
Beckhoff Automation

Beckhoff maintains stable operation during coronavirus crisis

Increasing revenue from previous financial year
Beckhoff Automation generated global revenue of 923 million euros in 2020. This corresponds to a slight growth in turnover of
2% compared to the previous year, in which the company achieved a turnover of 903 million euros. In a very challenging year due
to the coronavirus pandemic, this is a noteworthy success and evidence of the high acceptance of PC-based control technology
across markets and industries. The company currently employs 4,500 people worldwide.

“Despite being a difficult business year for the entire industry, our annual

reductions in hours for our employees, we are operating at full capacity,”

sales increased with an uptick of 2% to 923 million euros. That is not too

reports the managing owner. As further strong growth is expected, Beckhoff

bad, and we are satisfied,” Hans Beckhoff reports. “For 2021, we see a very

plans to expand production capacities for individual product ranges by up

positive business development with currently double-digit growth rates on

to 30% in 2021.

the horizon; the global economy is currently on a very dynamic growth path
in many business sectors! Therefore, the expansion of our production capac-

Beckhoff China drives strong sales development

ities and the increase in productivity are particularly important this year. In

2020 was the most successful year in terms of revenue for the Chinese

addition, we will continue our investments in research and development and

Beckhoff subsidiary since its foundation, with impressive growth of around

training with full intensity.”

28%. Beckhoff China now contributes 20% of the company's total revenue.
Wind turbines, machines that produce solar modules and batteries, and gen-

Ensuring and expanding production capacities

eral mechanical engineering are the main success factors here.

Beckhoff Automation has been taking the best possible precautionary measures since the beginning of the pandemic to minimize risks associated with

Varying sales development in other countries

the coronavirus and has since been able to maintain 100% of the company's

Business in Germany and Europe recorded a single digit revenue decrease,

activities without restriction. “We have not had and do not plan to have any

which was mainly caused by the decline in deliveries and exports for series
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machine construction. This is mainly due to the capital goods sector. North

for vaccine production and filling also relies on PC-based control technology

America achieved results at previous year's level. “Overall, global develop-

from Beckhoff.

ments led to a slight increase but less growth than we were used to in recent
years,” Hans Beckhoff concludes.

Product innovations
At the upcoming Hannover Messe Digital Edition, innovations and further

Worldwide expansion

developments will be presented in all Beckhoff product and technology

Undeterred, Beckhoff continued to expand its sales network. In the U.S.,

areas. New, more powerful CPUs for Industrial PCs, new I/O signal types as

Beckhoff opened a new Process Industry Technical Center in Houston last

well as Bus Terminals optimized in terms of performance and cost will be

year. This gives the company a branch office in a globally important center

featured. Additional highlights will include newly expanded motor series

of oil and gas production. Business in the process industry is to be further

in the standard rotary as well as in the linear range and associated drives,

expanded from this office location. In Denmark, Beckhoff moved into its

exciting expansions in XTS and XPlanar motion systems, and extensive new

own new headquarters. “Our goal is to be close to our customers every-

TwinCAT software functions. The list of innovations is extensive and exciting!

where. That's why our sales networks are constantly being expanded and
condensed,” reports the company owner, continuing, “We are increasingly

Machine learning for industrial applications

investing in our own buildings in our foreign branches to further strengthen

AI is a current highlight of Beckhoff control technology. At Hannover Messe

the local identity.”

2019, Beckhoff had announced the integration of Machine Learning (ML) into
the TwinCAT 3 automation software. Last year, Beckhoff had an effective beta

PC Control enables modern vaccine production

phase and a very successful market launch. The first customers are already

PC-based control technology has a wide range of applications, especially in

using the Beckhoff solution. The special feature here is the execution of ML

the biotech and medtech sectors currently. Beckhoff technology is ideally

models directly in the TwinCAT real-time environment. There are thus no

suited for this purpose and is being used by many companies to produce

limits with regard to the fields of application in a machine.

goods that are urgently needed during the pandemic. The spectrum ranges
from the development and production of vital respiratory equipment to diag-

Apprentice and student numbers at a constantly high level

nostics and testing, to the manufacture of medical masks and other personal

For Beckhoff, highly trained specialists are of great importance. Every year,

protective equipment (PPE). As another example, a machine manufacturer

the company employs around 90 trainees and 90 students. Despite the
coronavirus pandemic, the number of trainees and
students at Beckhoff Automation remains unchanged.
Career exploration days, internships and informa-

Sales trend Beckhoff Automation

tional events for high school students continue to

Million €
950

be offered in digital formats at Beckhoff Automation
923

as part of the “Digital Youth Program”. There is also

900

an alternative program for students and schools to

850

visit Hannover Messe, which Beckhoff has strongly

800

supported in recent years.

750

Gütersloh campus anchored in law

700

Beckhoff Automation has been a key supporter of

650

practice-integrated studies in Gütersloh since they be-

600

gan in 2010 and, together with the Bielefeld Univer-

550

sity of Applied Sciences, trains an average of around

500

30 students each year in future-proof engineering
professions. The company supports Bielefeld UAS

450

with several endowed professorships at the Gütersloh

400

campus. Previously, the Gütersloh campus was merely

350

a study location of the university; since March 24,
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2021, the campus has been a legally established
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location of Ostwestfalen-Lippe’s largest university of
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applied sciences.
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More information:
www.beckhoff.com
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Flexible modular system of highly dynamic AL8000 linear motors

Modular coil concept opens up new
degrees of freedom in machine design
The new AL8000 linear motors supplement the Beckhoff drive technology portfolio by another innovative
product series. In the three widths of 50, 80 and 130 mm, their modular design enables new solutions for linear
motion applications in modern mechanical engineering.

With the optimized product design and the modular coil concept,
the linear motors from the new AL8000 series achieve high peak
forces in the smallest of installation spaces.

PC Control 02 | 2021
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Linear motors such as the AL8000 allow direct transmission of the motor
power to the load to be moved and are therefore also called direct drives.
No additional mechanical transmission elements are required, which would
otherwise have to be taken into account in the design. This represents a
decisive advantage over conventional mechanisms such as rack and pinion,
spindle and toothed belt drives.
Linear drive technology – advantages and requirements
Due to the direct transmission of the linear motor power, a backlash-free
construction between the motor and the load can be realized, which makes
high-precision applications possible. The linear motor is therefore a wearfree drive and does not require regular maintenance. Since a linear motor
eliminates the speed-limiting components through the direct operating principle, applications with the highest demands on speed and dynamics can be
operated without any problems with maximum precision at the same time.
Even if the mechanical, backlash-prone transmission elements are eliminated
by the use of a linear motor, other structural components, such as adequately
dimensioned guide rails and bearings, are required. In addition, there is an
individual machine carriage, which provides for the mounting of the coil
part as well as other machine components. These structural components are
indispensable for the completion of a linear axis based on a linear motor and
often pose a challenge to the design.

|
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Thanks to the uniform drilling pattern, different linear motor designs can be used even without mechanical changes to the machine carriage.

Simplification through symmetry and modularity

clearer with increasing force demands. The coil part is therefore extremely

In order to enable the designers to work as flexibly as possible despite ma-

short, and as a result, the travel path and thus the entire machine can be

chine-specific requirements, the development of the AL8000 linear motors
focused on a symmetrical design and thus the realization of the simplest and

designed shorter and for a minimized footprint.
–

The modular coil concept also enables an exactly symmetrical structure of

most uniform machine design possible. The main approach is the modular

the coil parts, i.e., they always have the same drilling pattern grid within one

coil concept of the AL8000. It aims to facilitate the design of the individual

of the widths due to always using the same stator segments. Thus, regard

machine carriage with regard to the attachment of the coil part and to create

less of the length of the coil part, the respective distances are identical both

a common basis for different machine types or different coil parts.

within a longitudinal row and within a transverse row of the drilling pattern.
In this way, the machine manufacturer can use a uniform drilling pattern

In line with the modular concept, the entire coil part is assembled from in-

for the machine carriage and flexibly use the longer or shorter AL8000

dividual identical segments during final production at Beckhoff in Germany.

within a width without having to make any structural changes. It is also

These segments represent the smallest modular unit of the coil part and com-

possible to manufacture a machine carriage for the largest motor in the

prise three motor windings. The shortest linear motor in the series therefore

130 mm width across all widths and to install each coil part of the smaller

consists of one segment or three motor windings. Depending on the force

width AL804x (80 mm) in addition to the shorter versions of the same width.

requirements, the linear motors can be assembled from up to 15 segments,

However, the symmetrically uniform structure does not only bring construc-

so that peak forces up to 6,750 N are possible in a compact design. The coil

tive advantages. In addition, an even force build-up and a homogeneous

part therefore always comprises a multiple of this smallest modular unit. As

heat distribution over the entire coil part is also realized, which enables

a result, the linear motor series is systematically and symmetrically extended,
resulting in the following constructive advantages:

optimal machine operation.
–

In addition to the coil parts, the magnetic plates also have a uniform drilling
pattern within a width group, so that magnetic plates of different lengths

–

The series connection of identical and space-optimized segments results in

can be used flexibly within a width.

a compact design of the coil parts. The defined width and installation height
of the AL8000 meet maximum force requirements in the shortest possible

If the entire linear axis is considered, cables and the associated drag chains

housing and thus achieve a very high force density. Since the new linear

are also required in addition to the linear motor and the mechanical compo-

motors are optimized for such a high force density, this effect becomes

nents. Here, too, the AL8000 linear motor offers advantages for the machine

PC Control 02 | 2021
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The particularly compact AL8000 design is created by the series connection of identical and space-optimized coil segments.

manufacturer by combining the power supply with the thermal protection
contact. Due to the merging of the two cables, one cable is omitted, which
would otherwise have to be installed from the linear motor through the
machine to the control cabinet. This not only significantly reduces material
expenditure, but also minimizes installation effort and space requirements
in the drag chain.
New concept for a wide range of applications
The new, highly dynamic AL8000 series offers linear motors in a compact
design with maximum flexibility for the machine manufacturer. Their use
reduces the space required in the machine in several respects and leads to
a cost reduction. Currently, the AL8000 portfolio comprises 28 different coil
parts, which are divided into three different widths.
This broad spectrum covers almost every force and speed requirement and
thus enables a suitable drive solution for almost every linear application. Especially since specific customer requirements can also be flexibly addressed
for very special requirements outside the standard portfolio. In this case, any
linear motor can be designed within the modular coil concept.
Angela Vogt, Product Management Drive Technology

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/al8000
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XPlanar: additional degree of freedom for planar motor drive
system through software-based 360-degree rotation
The XPlanar planar motor system from Beckhoff enables the contactless, parallel and individual transport of products.
The XPlanar movers can fly freely in two dimensions over the XPlanar tiles and execute lifting movements with a stroke of up to
5 mm. These system properties have now been enhanced by new software-based 360-degree mover rotation functionality.

The purely software-based 360-degreemover rotation extends the familiar

changed in 90-degree steps, so that the transported workpieces are correctly

and highly flexible XPlanar movement range by a full degree of freedom. The

aligned in accordance with the remaining processing steps.

XPlanar movers can rotate endlessly around their own axis while levitating at
selected positions on the system. The rotation can be executed dynamically

The 360-degree mover rotation is made possible by the deep integration of the

with a frequency of up to 10 Hz and makes a variety of groundbreaking

XPlanar system into the PC-based control technology from Beckhoff. A simple

applications possible. For instance, the mixing of liquids or the 360-degree

software update is all that is needed to implement the new rotation function

inspection of objects can be realized with this additional degree of freedom.

in existing systems. Special hardware products are not required

Furthermore, the movers can leave the rotation positions with an orientation
More information:
www.beckhoff.com/xplanar

PC Control 02 | 2021
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XTS HMI Control:
High-performance
visualization of
product transport with
a single mouseclick
The intelligent eXtended Transport System (XTS) from Beckhoff enables the dy-

images as required. This means that users can create highly realistic representa-

namic and individual transport of products. The collision-free and independently

tions of complete systems with minimal effort.

movable XTS movers can be positioned dynamically on customer-specific track
geometries. For the associated visualization, an application-specific HMI Control

The XTS HMI Control also simplifies system diagnostics and, in particular, the

can now be created from an existing configuration with just one mouse click.

location of certain movers in complex transport systems through color highlighting. Furthermore, it can be used effectively for simulations.

The generated XTS HMI Control is automatically linked with all necessary parameters from the user’s application and can directly display the current positions
of all movers within the system. The solution consists of three levels and can

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/xts
www.beckhoff.com/twincat-hmi

therefore be simply combined with other HMI Controls or even with animated

EL5072: Integrating
compact, precise
displacement
measurement into
standard control
technology reduces
complexities

The EL5072 EtherCAT Terminal from Beckhoff enables direct connection of up to
two inductive displacement sensors, including transducers in LVDT and half-bridge
designs or inductive angular position sensors in the RVDT version. Thus, precise
position and distance measurements, e.g., in the context of process control or the
control of joining processes, can be solved in a compact, finely scalable and costeffective way. The EL5072 measures just 12 mm wide for space-saving installation
in the standard EtherCAT I/O system.
Displacement measurement is one of the most important metrological tasks,
both in the industrial production environment and in infrastructure monitoring.
Examples include the measurement and inspection of workpiece geometry, the
monitoring of press-fit and joining processes, inline quality assurance and building
monitoring. With the EL5072 EtherCAT Terminal, all commercially available inductive measuring probes can be integrated into the standard control platform and
evaluated without great effort.
The integrated excitation source of the EL5072 provides a wide range of parameterizable excitation frequencies and voltages. Further special features are the
automatically adapted measuring signal range, switchable input impedances for
different probe types as well as one digital input per channel for setting and storing
the position value (incl. time stamp). The measured value is determined with high
precision by a 24-bit A/D conversion and output directly as a 32-bit position value
that can be easily integrated into the control program. In addition, the terminal
features diagnostics for short circuit and overload of the excitation source as well
as amplitude errors of the measuring signal per channel.
More information:
www.beckhoff.com/el5072
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PS9xxx: Buffer and redundancy modules for
24/48 V DC power supply increase system availability
24/48 V DC power supplies are universally required in every machine and plant and are therefore critical to reliable operation. With
the new PS9xxx supplementary modules for the PS power supply series from Beckhoff, another efficient option is now available
for avoiding machine and plant downtime and, as a result, increasing system availability.
With the PS power supply series, the corresponding supplementary modules

ed in parallel to provide more power or further increase the power failure

and the CU81xx UPS series, Beckhoff offers a complete and coordinated range

bridging time.

of solutions for reliable power supply in the 24 and 48 V DC range. The range
of functions of the PS power supplies now extends further with new buffer and

Redundancy modules avoid system downtime

redundancy modules.

The PS94xx redundancy modules create a redundant fail-safe supply network. In
such a system, two or more power supply units are connected in parallel and de-

Buffer modules prevent power disturbances

coupled by one or more redundancy modules. This prevents an output-side short

The PS90xx buffer modules prevent disturbances caused by voltage dips and

circuit in one of the power supplies from short-circuiting the output voltage.

fluctuations in the electrical grid or by peak loads, so that the power supply
units and connected loads can operate reliably and without failure. For this

The redundancy modules use efficient MOSFET technology for decoupling,

purpose, the buffer modules store energy via maintenance-free electrolytic

which reduces voltage drops and thus power dissipation. Accordingly,

capacitors and release it as required. In this way, power failures, for example,

the devices have significantly lower power loss compared to conventional

can be effectively bridged.

diode modules.

The buffer modules require no control wiring; they can be added in parallel
to the load circuit at any point. In addition, multiple modules can be connect-

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/power-supply

PC Control 02 | 2021
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TwinCAT Vision: Visualization using vision-specific controls
TwinCAT Vision, the Beckhoff image processing solution, offers with the new TwinCAT HMI Control Package the option of
integrating image processing into the TwinCAT HMI user interface. This includes an expanded image display control and
a color control.

The image display control enables directly linking multiple image variables and

In addition, the Vision HMI package’s color control provides the following

switching easily between displayed images. It also supports the following:

features:

–

–

freezing the image to stop it refreshing and allow detailed analysis of the
last capture

–

scaling and moving the image within the vision control (by means of touch

and a color input element in the browser)
–

gestures, mouse input, or direct entry of specific values) for more precise
–

three options for entering and displaying color values (a text box, a slider,
flexible configuration and editing of the number of channels, the value
range and available controls

viewing of image details

–

a choice of horizontal or vertical orientation

displaying a toolbar with directly usable control elements (e.g. for selecting

–

conversion between various color formats, such as gray scale, RGB and HSV

images, scaling, creating shapes, freezing the image refresh, and down–
–

loading the displayed image)

The color control likewise incorporates various other controls as well as

displaying an information bar showing current details and values, such as

JavaScript programming. It can also link to a four-element array variable to

image size, pixel coordinates, color values and shape data

edit a color filter directly from the PLC. This, too, saves users time and engi-

drawing shapes (points, lines, rectangles, ellipses and polygons) with modi-

neering effort when integrating image processing into control applications.

fiable positions and sizes, used to determine size, area and coordinates and
to set regions of interest, among other things
–

displaying graphics (a cross, rectangles and circles) or image overlays for the
purpose of setting up and positioning cameras and workpieces

Without the convenience of this control, users would have to go through the timeconsuming process of creating and coding these capabilities themselves with the
help of other elements. The new image control, which incorporates a large number
of separate other controls as well as extensive JavaScript programming, makes
these capabilities available in full and in a readily configurable form.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/twincat-hmi
www.beckhoff.com/twincat-vision
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Interview with Managing Director Xingkai Ma of the Chinese Beckhoff subsidiary

Beckhoff China: 20 years of
successful company history

PC Control 02 | 2021
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With a first sales office established in Beijing in 2001, Beckhoff
started to build up its local presence in China. In this interview, Managing Director Xingkai Ma describes the successful path from these beginnings to the development of an
independent subsidiary that is currently serving the Chinese
market with approximately 280 employees and 26 technical
and sales offices distributed across the country.
The new office building in the Shibei Wisdom Park in Shanghai, home to the Beckhoff
China headquarters since 2019.

What have been the most important development

cities and its number of employees has been increased

steps of Beckhoff China in the past 20 years?

to 280. With annual sales of 1.4 billion
yuan (approximately 185 million euros),

Xingkai Ma: Looking back on the last 20 years of development of Beckhoff

our products and solutions are wide-

China, we can roughly divide it into three stages:

ly used in many industries and we

–

The first stage was from 2001 to 2006. In 2001, Beckhoff opened its first

have established our position as a

representative office in Beijing, to enter China’s markets. However, in those

technology leader in China’s auto-

days, companies in China’s automation industry still had many doubts about

mation market. In particular, we

PC-based control technology. We then decided to use our fieldbus I/O mod-

have achieved 27% sales growth

ules as the market entry point. Meanwhile, we continued to cultivate China’s

in 2020 despite the huge impact

market via a variety of technical trainings, seminars and tradeshows. With

of the COVID-19 crisis, contribut-

the introduction of a series of new products, represented by the CX1xxx

ing to positive annual growth for

Embedded PC and servo drive series, we were finally in a position to provide

Beckhoff worldwide.

our customers with complete and open automation solutions.
–

The second stage was from 2007 to 2018. In 2007, a wholly owned subsidiary
company of the Beckhoff group was legally established in Shanghai. With the
rise of China's wind energy market, Beckhoff China entered a period of rapid
development. With this in mind, we quickly established a local team for wind
application engineering and sales in China. This was facilitated by support
of the wind energy team from the Beckhoff German headquarters, especially

Since January 2021, Xingkai Ma

from the Lübeck office, to accelerate project development and improve our

is managing director

local service capabilities. This helped us gradually dominate the control sys-

of Beckhoff China.

tem market in China’s wind energy industry. In the meantime, Embedded PCs
from Beckhoff have become the mainstream controllers for wind turbines in
the megawatt range in China, with a market share of over 50%. Along with
our success in the wind energy market, our business in China and our local
sales and technical teams expanded rapidly, leading to breakthroughs in
key industries, such as photovoltaics, semiconductors, sheet metal working,
tobacco machines, packaging, etc. In 2014, – the real-time Industrial Ethernet technology EtherCAT became a recommended national communication
standard (GB/T 31230) in China. Overall, PC- and EtherCAT-based control
technology was becoming increasingly accepted by Chinese customers in this
phase.
–

The third stage started in 2019, when the Shanghai HQ team moved
into a brand-new office building with a total area of 4,000 square
meters, forming a solid foundation for the company's greater development in the future. With the new offices opening all over the country,
Beckhoff China is currently presented in 27 large and medium-sized

|
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Anniversary heralds generational change
As the previous managing director, Liqiang Liang has played a significant role in the 20
exceptionally successful years of Beckhoff China. He has been responsible for the sales of
Beckhoff products in China since 1997 – at the time with distributor Conuco – and he opened the first Chinese Beckhoff sales office in Beijing in 2001. As a 'man of the first hour',
he built up what is now the world's largest Beckhoff subsidiary with the highest growth
rates. In January 2021, on the occasion of the company's anniversary, he passed the baton
to the next generation: Managing Director Xingkai Ma. To ensure a smooth and successful
generational transition, Liqiang Liang will initially continue to support him as Executive
Director. Liqiang Liang: "The main reason for proposing ‚倍福‘ as the Chinese name of
Beckhoff at the time of foundation was because I thought the Chinese pronunciation of
the first letter ‘B’ and the last letter ‘F’ of Beckhoff implies Double Happiness." And further:
“We will integrate control technology with information, communication and industrial
Internet technologies, in order to realize the replacement of traditional human laborers
with plants and machines where appropriate. Furthermore, the replacement of ‘brainworkers’ by software and data integration will not only determine the future development of
intelligent manufacturing, but also the mission and opportunity of automation industry.”
The “man of the first hour” Liqiang Liang, founder
and now executive director of Beckhoff China

Are there specific features of the Chinese market and what are the

Xingkai Ma: As China’s renewable energy sector continues to heat up, Beckhoff

corresponding advantages of PC-based control in this context?

China has seized the market opportunity, and its local wind energy and photovoltaic businesses are growing rapidly with an increasing market share. PC-based

Xingkai Ma: China’s automation market is an open and highly competitive

control technology is widely used in wind turbine control, pitch control and wind-

market, and Chinese customers have varying requirements regarding control

farm networking. Our products have been used in all areas of the photovoltaic

technology. Due to its openness and scalability, PC-based control technol-

industry, ranging from crystal silicon furnaces and polycrystalline ingot furnaces

ogy supports the most diverse programming languages and mainstream industrial communication protocols in an ideal way, and seamlessly integrates
computer technology, Internet technology and automation technology. It
makes it possible to provide Chinese customers from different industries

“In 2008, a 'gusty west wind' drove me to China: There was a

with modular and scalable control solutions tailored to their application

real spirit of optimism in the wind industry, the 'wild east' of

requirements, such as budget, performance class and the complexity of the

the wind industry, so to speak. Building on the existing team in

control tasks. In the meantime, compared to equipment manufacturers in

China, we were then able to put together a powerful squad and

Europe and the U.S., Chinese customers prefer automation suppliers that

conquer this market. This outstanding

can offer complete solutions. Upon entering China's market, we were keenly

team has managed to become the

aware of this demand and developed a series of standard solutions for the

market leader in China. I will be glad

OEM market including some complex application algorithms, which helped

and happy to visit these colleagues

us meet the practical demands of our customers and made a considerable

hopefully soon again in China.”

contribution to the rapid growth of Beckhoff China. In recent years, local
OEMs have become stronger and more ambitious in the context of intelligent manufacturing. They want to increase their competitive edge in China’s
market and also the international market. With features like high computing

Dirk Kordtomeikel,

power, convenient communication and platform interoperability, PC-based

Lübeck office manager

control technology provides the technical basis for the realization of Indus-

and Business Manager

trie 4.0 and intelligent manufacturing concepts.

Wind Energy,
Beckhoff Automation

What are the main user industries in China
and the related solutions from Beckhoff?
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“On the evening of Friday, May 11, 2001, we celebrated the ‘grand’
opening of Beckhoff China in a restaurant in Beijing, when the
beginnings of Beckhoff China were still humble. Our small team
found a nice and cozy place in Beijing and from then on, we were
ready to take off. The journey of Beckhoff China had begun – and
this journey has been amazing for the last 20 years. Beckhoff China
has grown to be one of the key automation companies in China,
known throughout the country as the
PC-based automation technology pioneers, highly respected as innovators in all industries – but also, and
especially so, as the very human and
down-to-earth company, people you
want to work with and for!”

Kai Ristau, Head International
Sales and Business Development,
Beckhoff Automation

to solar panel manufacturing Moreover, we have also made huge progress in the

How do you see the current company

field of lithium battery manufacturing. The PC-based tension control solution from

development and the outlook for the near future?

Beckhoff has been applied in production lines of some of the leading Chinese lithium battery manufacturers, and XTS (eXtended Transportation System) has also been

Xingkai Ma: We welcomed the New Year 2021 with a very good beginning. The

successfully applied in many industries. China’s semiconductor industry has experi-

surge we observed in incoming orders in the first quarter gives us the confidence

enced rapid growth in recent years, and Beckhoff China works hand in hand with

to boldly predict that Beckhoff China will continue double-digit sales growth in

the customers in this market, aiming to grow together. Our innovative technologies

2021. To be closer to the market and provide better services for our customers,

have been applied to a variety of core equipment in semiconductor production,

we will continue to expand our sales networks in the future by establishing new

such as lithography machines, PVDs, CMP, ion implanters and cleaning equipment.

sales offices and technical support offices to cover more regions in China. We
also plan to continue to expand the storage capacity of our product warehouse

We have also maintained steady growth in traditional industries, such as sheet

in Shanghai, to guarantee continuous and steady product supply for our cus-

metal working, packaging, automotive, tobacco and electronics manufacturing.

tomers. Furthermore, the company’s growth is supported by excellent talents.

We have developed intelligent laser blanking line solutions in the field of laser

Hence in 2021, we will expand the scale of external recruitment, actively seek

cutting; we have also developed PackML- and TwinCAT HMI-based solutions for

gifted people, cultivate talents internally and continuously improve the person-

packaging and material handling machines. Our XTS systems have also been

nel reserves as well. In the future, the Chinese economy is well poised to keep

successfully used in optical inspection machines for COVID-19 vaccine production.

the momentum of stable growth, so the Chinese market has unlimited potential. We will conform to the policy direction of the Chinese market to seize the

We found that Chinese customers are willing to accept and try new solutions.

opportunities presented by digital transformation and leverage the advantages

In 2020, we finished several globally leading applications, including:

of PC-based control technology as we aim to continue to create genuine added

–

The first wind turbine worldwide with the new TwinCAT/BSD operating

value for our customers in upcoming applications such as industrial 5G, machine

system has been successfully connected to the grid in Henan province.

learning, AI, industrial big data analysis and cloud services.

–

The first machine learning project has been successfully implemented by
Beckhoff at a customer’s site in Tianjin, with several production lines in the

The interview was conducted by Stefan Ziegler, Editorial Management PR, Beckhoff Automation

process of being deployed.
–

Beckhoff China, Huawei, China Mobile and Kunming Shipbuilding Equipment Co., Ltd. (KSEC) have jointly issued a White Paper on 5G Application
Scenarios and Solutions for Smart Logistics, to build China’s first new equipment incubator for 5G full-scenario smart logistics.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/zh-cn
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PC- and EtherCAT-based control technology in automated warehouse logistics

Open control solution facilitates
system-spanning communication
In a new automated testing and high-bay warehouse for Kunming Shipbuilding Equipment, specialist KSEC
Intelligent Technology managed to increase system efficiency and meet the requirements for intelligent manufacturing. Using the open and compact control technology from Beckhoff as a foundation contributed greatly
to this success.

KSEC Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. (KSEC Intelligent) is part of Kunming

new warehouse and distribution center needed to store and distribute com-

Shipbuilding Equipment Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of China State Shipbuilding

ponents and parts for later assembly in the workshop. The goal was to im-

Corporation Limited (CSSC). The company has more than 1,800 employees,

prove information management and material flow and to use the warehouse

1,000 of whom are professional and technical engineers, with total assets of

as a test bench for a high-speed and high-performance stacker system. KSEC

nearly 3 billion yuan (RMB). The main business includes the development, de-

Intelligent launched a full-scale evaluation project and chose Beckhoff as the

sign and system integration of automation for warehousing and e-commerce

main supplier of control technology to improve the diversity of their electron-

logistics. As a leading logistics solution provider in China, KSEC Intelligent

ic control product portfolio, explore high-level programming languages and

has relied on Beckhoff technology to develop a variety of machines, such as

fully utilize the performance capacity of PC-based control.

sliding shoe sorters, cross-belt sorters, multi-layer shuttle vehicles, circular
shuttle vehicles, AGVs and others.

System architecture and control functions
In the final configuration, the database server and scheduling server are at

When KSEC Intelligent took on the project of implementing an automated

the highest level of the system architecture, managing production data, in-

high-bay warehouse, the company decided to also use it as a test site. The

teractions with the MES/ERP system and the distribution of tasks scheduled.

|
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KSEC Intelligent’s smart warehouse is not only an actual warehouse, but also a testing site for
modern logistics, where control systems are tested in combination with 5G communication.

The local PLC, the stacker and other systems are at the same level of control.

depending on the measured size. After that, the pallets move to floor scales

The weighing units, roller conveyors, two-dimensional code identification

for weighing. The information regarding size and weight is added to the

system, optical inspection system and operator terminal serve as sub-systems

pallet information, and according to this information, the scheduling system

of the local PLC.

selects an appropriate shelf to store these pallets.

The system functions include control of storage and retrieval processes,

At this moment, the storage and retrieval units, called stackers, move toward

material query, material management and so on. To store incoming goods,

the end of the conveyor to receive the goods. When both arrive at the delivery

forklifts move pallets to the warehouse entrance and place them on the

point, the PLC performs handshake communication with the stackers, and

PLC-controlled conveying system. As the roller conveyor moves these goods,

the stackers put the goods into the shelves according to the demands of the

the system reads a two-dimensional code on the pallet containing the prod-

scheduling system. To initiate the retrieval process, the operators simply que-

uct information, which the controller forwards to subsequent system sections.

ry the materials according to order requirements and activate the pallets for

After scanning, the pallets move to the optical inspection area to examine

outgoing items, which automatically move to the exit area near the shelves

their appearance and size, and then proceed into different roller conveyors

and wait for delivery.

© Beckhoff
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Open PC-based control technology simplifies communication
While the logic control of the roller conveyor is relatively simple, the communication between warehouse equipment and higher-level systems is more
complex in contrast. This creates challenges in ensuring stable and reliable
data exchange between all systems and recovering the data quickly in the
event of a system failure, for example. In contrast to conventional PLC controllers, however, the CX2020 Embedded PC supports all these processes and
eliminates the need for additional PC devices.
In fact, according to KSEC Intelligent, PC-based control technology from
Beckhoff offers advantages in terms of connectivity, high-speed and
high-precision control of machines compared with traditional control. Overall, the system openness of PC-based control simplified communication in
this project. Thus, communication with the stackers is implemented via the
PROFINET protocol supported by the local PLC; data exchange with the 2D
code reader is based on Modbus TCP, and UDP communication with the op-

© Beckhoff

tical inspection system is achieved via TCP/IP. In addition, the controller can
communicate directly with the database using TwinCAT Database Server to
store all relevant weight, appearance and size information. Combining the
Embedded-PC with a Beckhoff Control Panel CP2912 also creates a compact
control unit integrated into the control cabinet, which eliminates the need
for separate operator terminals.

The use of high-density I/O components reduces hardware
costs and space requirements in the control cabinet.

Moreover, the high connectivity of PC-based control is also reflected in the
support of VPN communication. The customer's technical center is located in
an urban area, whereas the warehouse is located in an industrial park 10 km
away. When a problem occurs on a machine, the customer can log in to the
control system remotely from the technical center, which is convenient for
guiding the operators on site to troubleshoot.
Compact I/O modules help reduce hardware costs
“The competition in the logistics industry is very fierce now. It is crucial for
us to reduce costs. The overall hardware costs are roughly 30% lower by
using 16-channel high-density terminals from Beckhoff compared to previous
systems we used,” says Beckhoff engineer Kevin Yang, who oversaw electric
© Beckhoff

control design in this project.
The system configuration includes five floor scales, which are connected
to the EL6631 PROFINET RT controller/device terminal via EtherCAT. “The
configuration of EtherCAT gateway modules from Beckhoff is flexible and
The Embedded PC in the control cabinet is connected

convenient. Other vendors’ gateway modules that I have used previously

to a Beckhoff Control Panel CP2912 used as HMI.

needed to be configured with stand-alone software applications, while the
configuration of EtherCAT gateways can be completed conveniently and
consistently using TwinCAT software,” says KSEC engineer Liyuan Feng, who
is responsible for project debugging.
Efficient engineering reduces implementation time
Software and hardware components from Beckhoff can be developed and
debugged separately. Software engineers can write and debug programs
without the need to know the corresponding hardware. Hardware engineers
only need to link variable points with the actual hardware points according
to the requirements of a point table. The specialized division of labor enables
engineers to focus on optimizing the system; software and hardware can be
implemented at the same time and then combined for joint debugging to
reduce the implementation time of the project. In addition, when a hardware
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The DIN-rail-mounted CX2020 Embedded PC acts as logic controller and communication server; however, it also supports on-site operation as well as remote maintenance.

channel is defective, the hardware engineers only need to unbind the current

alize the integration of automation, intelligence and information technology

variable links and redirect them to another channel, without the need to

on one platform. “We have seen the great potential of PC-based control in

modify the source code.

this project,” engineer Kevin Yang sums up. “In the next project, we may
consider using a more powerful Beckhoff PC-based control system to replace

The simulation mode of the program is another advantage of TwinCAT. “Af-

the current server system, and that could save us the cost of two servers.”

ter finishing the development of our software, we need to make an inline
simulation debugging for it with the TIMMS VCCS software. Beckhoff does a
good job in supporting simulation, so after installing TwinCAT, my PC became
a powerful controller, and I was able to find the bugs in my programs in a
straightforward way,” explains engineer Liyuan Feng. TwinCAT supports all
six IEC 61131-3 programming languages, which can also be combined in one
project. The intuitive and clear logic of Ladder Diagram (LD) programming is
used for roller control. Structured Text (ST) programming is used to implement
Modbus TCP communication, UDP debugging and computational algorithms.
Outlook
With advances in Smart Factory and Industrie 4.0 concepts, logistics automation will depend on intelligence and digitalization to a greater degree in
the future. Traditional, “black box” PLC control is unable to achieve the new
functions needed, according to KSEC Intelligent. However, PC-based control
technology, as a branch of PC technology, is inherently well equipped to re-

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/intralogistics
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Laser ablation machine

© DR Laser

for solar cell production

PC- and EtherCAT-based control technology in solar cell production

Upgraded motion control doubles
throughput in laser ablation process
Wuhan DR Laser Technology Co. Ltd (DR Laser) in Wuhan’s East Lake High-Tech Development Zone (also known as China’s
‘Optical Valley’) focuses on the application of laser systems and technologies for solar cell production. Using PC-based
control and EtherCAT instead of dedicated motion control modules, the company has more than doubled the production
throughput rate by upgrading and simplifying the control structure of laser ablation machines.

The machines made by DR Laser are used to ablate the crystalline dielectric

Advantages through PC-based control and EtherCAT

passivation layer on the back of PERC solar cells (PERC stands for ‘passivated

DR Laser’s relationship with Beckhoff China goes back to 2018, when the

emitter rear contact’). Compared to the conventional solar cell production

company decided to use PC-based control and EtherCAT communication to

process, the aluminum is not removed directly on the back of the silicon wafer,
but the dielectric AL2O3 /SiN layer is selectively opened with a laser. In addition

standardize the control technology in its main systems for solar cell production.

to minimizing the metal contact surface on the back and the cross-resistance,

controller. It is connected to digital HD EtherCAT input and output terminals

this reduces the area between the metal and the semiconductor interface. The

as well as EtherCAT servo amplifiers, resulting in the typical control architec-

short-circuit current and the no-load voltage are thus increased.

ture for automated systems with compact and simplified wiring. As Dr. Ai Hui,

In the laser ablation machine, a CX5120 Embedded PC serves as the main

Technical Director at DR Laser, explains: “Conventional motion control modules
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use high-performance microprocessors and large programmable devices to

as well as powerful cam and NC-I interpolation functions that support further

implement coordinated multi-axis control. While they integrate the underlying

cooperation in the development of new machines such as laser scanners. Having

software and hardware to supply the functions required to control speed and

a standardized software platform is particularly important when you design

position, their axis scalability is limited to a certain extent. In addition, the

new machines. In addition, the open EtherCAT fieldbus architecture enables

layout within the control cabinet as well as its maintenance can become quite

the widest possible optimization of the machine solutions. All of these factors

complicated.”

deliver a high degree of flexibility and sustainability and represent added value
for the development of the company.”

To eliminate these problems, DR Laser opted for PC- and EtherCAT-based control
technology from Beckhoff, as Dr. Ai Hui explains: “With the EtherCAT I/O system
from Beckhoff, a broad spectrum of peripherals and subsystems can be integrated very easily. Due to the openness of the PC-based control technology and the
high speed of EtherCAT, we were able to increase the production significantly.
In addition, the system structure and wiring are simplified, and the extensive
diagnostic functions of EtherCAT reduce the costs of system installation and
maintenance.”
Integrated PLC logic and motion control
The fanless, DIN-rail-mountable CX5120 Embedded PC controls the PTP movements of 20 to 30 servo axes while also handling the processing of the downstream I/Os. In combination with the digital high-density (HD) EtherCAT input
and output terminals, this makes an extremely compact control cabinet layout
possible. According to DR Laser, the single-core Intel® Atom™ processor meets
all the requirements for complex multi-axis motion control and the conventional
© Beckhoff

I/O logic processing. The Embedded PC also features a 1-second UPS for backing
up persistent data in case of a power failure.
The machine programming is performed via the TwinCAT software platform, for
which the integrated PLCopen motion control modules provide extensive func-

The Beckhoff CX5120 Embedded PC (below, center) forms the core of the control

tional interfaces for programming the multi-axis motion control logic, as Zhang

solution for the modernized laser ablation machines.

Hao, Technical Manager of the Electrical Department of DR Laser, explains: “The
powerful multi-axis motion control performance of the CX5120 Embedded PC
impressed us just as much as the powerful interfaces of TwinCAT software
and its open programming environment. The open programming framework
provided by Beckhoff makes the entire application development more efficient.
In addition, TwinCAT features extensive communication interfaces, resulting in
a high level of system compatibility. And with ADS, TwinCAT provides a highly
efficient protocol for communicating with the higher-level HMI.”
Efficient and open solutions
DR Laser offers a series of complete process solutions ranging from machines
for laser ablation to fully automated laser scribers, laser drills and sintering
systems for solar cells. The company has successfully worked with Beckhoff in
many of these fields already, as Zhang Hao confirms: “The software compatibility and the various functional interfaces of the Beckhoff control technology
provide us with a control platform for machine retrofits as well as for the development of new processing systems. In addition to the PLC and PTP motion
control functions, the Beckhoff controllers have multi-axis coupling functions

More information:
www.drlaser.com.cn
www.beckhoff.com/machine-tools
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The project team (from left): Christian Egger, scientific associate at the Institute of Computational Engineering (ICE) of OST, Prof. Dr. Christoph Würsch, lecturer at ICE,
and R&D engineer Robin Vetsch

TwinCAT Machine Learning optimizes an intelligent anchor bolt production line

Machine learning enables reliable real-time
quality inspections in manufacturing
In this application, an internationally operating company that specializes in fastening technology produces, among other things,
anchor bolts of the most diverse types. In order to determine the enclosing quality of the associated metallic sleeve from existing
machine data in real-time, a corresponding development project was conducted as part of a bachelor thesis on the Buchs campus of the Ostschweizer Fachhochschule (OST, Eastern Switzerland University of Applied Sciences). Machine learning (ML) with
TwinCAT Machine Learning software from Beckhoff has proven to be a suitable solution.
A mechanical anchor bolt essentially consists of the bolt, a washer, a hexag-

conical neck of the anchor bolt. The pre-formed metal sleeves are closed

onal nut and a metallic sleeve. The friction forces between the sleeve and the

around the neck of the bolt via two servo cylinders using a newly developed

wall of the drill hole ensure sufficient adhesion in use. To apply the normal

manufacturing concept. The two servo cylinders are controlled precisely by a

forces required for the adhesive force to the drill hole, the sleeve is spread

Beckhoff AX5206 Servo Drive.

apart with the drill hole by the conical head of the metal bolt.
The aim of the bachelor thesis was to develop an automated quality inspection
Goal of the project

procedure with the help of machine learning methods. The quality inspection

The project, which was run by the R&D engineer Robin Vetsch as part of

would only use the existing machine data sources, i.e. no additional sensors

the OST degree course Bachelor of Science System Technology, focused on

were to be installed. Until this project, the enclosure quality of the sleeve

the enclosing process in which the pre-formed punched sleeve encloses the

around the bolt had mostly been checked manually with a gauge. Now it
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was shown that all enclosures can be classified into three different classes

height and opening of the sleeve. Through simple limit values defined in the

(enclosed too loosely, OK, enclosed too tightly) within the quality specifica-

PLC, a simple classification can be implemented in addition to the regression.

tions. Furthermore, the geometric key data for the enclosing sleeve (sleeve
width, height and opening) were to be predicted with a regression. The 100%

According to Robin Vetsch, the company benefits from numerous advan-

inspection of the enclosing procedure would detect trends or deviations at

tages with the help of the data-based quality inspection. This way, a 100%

an early stage.

inline quality inspection can be implemented without additional sensors
or test stations. Furthermore, the quality data existing for each enclosing

A cylindrical test sleeve was used as a quality benchmark. The bolt enclosed

procedure can be used for more detailed evaluation. The real-time capability

by the sleeve must fit exactly into this gauge, i.e. the sleeve must not enclose

of the ML solution offers the optimum basis for the implementation of the

the bolt too tightly or too loosely. On the basis of various FEM simulations

earliest possible ejection of the detected bad parts. Finally, a detailed trend

of the enclosing process, the parameters that have a relevant effect on the

representation via TwinCAT HMI enables prompt responses on the part of the

enclosure result were defined. Tuned to this information, numerous enclosing

operator if necessary.

tests followed, during which all important real-time data from the two servo
cylinders were recorded with the TwinCAT Scope software oscilloscope. These
included, for example, the power consumption, the torque and the lag error
of the servomotors.
ML integration in the machine controller
© Robin Vetsch

Within a classic ML framework – in this case Scikit Learn – a very robust
machine learning regression model was developed and trained on the basis
of the recorded test data. Such work with the ML framework includes the
preparation and selection of the data, the modeling and training of a suitable
ML algorithm and its evaluation. The result of this engineering step is a trained

Components of an anchor bolt

ML model, which represents the relationship between input and target data.
The interface for the deployment of the Trained ML model in TwinCAT 3 is just
as open as the interface to the data. Here, the Open Neural Network Exchange
(ONNX) file format is supported as an established standard.
The next step of the project involved the real-time capable integration of
the trained ML model into the machine controller. To do this, the TwinCAT 3
© Robin Vetsch

Neural Network Inference Engine (TF3810) was used so that, according to
Robin Vetsch, the model converted to the ONNX format could be implemented
in the TwinCAT real-time environment in a very simple way requiring just a
few lines of code. For such a deployment of the ML model in TwinCAT 3, the
exported ML model is converted into a binary format (.bml) and then saved

Visualization of the test statistics

on the target system (Embedded PC or control cabinet PC). After loading the
.bml file, the runtime model precisely configures itself in such a way that the
exact computing operations needed for the inference of the ML model are
run efficiently on the CPU of the Industrial PC. This ensures that the resulting
module is a real-time capable inference engine that integrates seamlessly into
TwinCAT 3 and supports all established ways of programming in TwinCAT 3:

© Robin Vetsch

calling of the module from the PLC, from C/C++ or directly via a cyclic task.
Results of the project
Due to the execution of the ML model trained for the anchor bolt inspection,
the height and width of the enclosing sleeve could be estimated with an
accuracy of +/-0.15 mm, which is equivalent to a relative error of just under

Representation of the sleeve width as one of the quality criteria

2%. The sleeve opening could be estimated with a relative error of 10%. As

for the sleeve enclosure

a simplified approximation, it could be determined that the test sleeve used
sufficiently specified the height and width of the enclosing sleeve. A neural
network of the type MLP (Multi Layer Perceptron) was used for this purpose.
The output variables of the model are the estimated values for the width,

More information:
www.ost.ch
www.beckhoff.com/machine-learning
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PC-based control runs the stage machinery for “Rigoletto”

Breathtaking spectacle on Bregenz’s floating
stage requires complex drive technology
The Bregenz Festival (Bregenzer Festspiele) on Lake Constance proved once again with an enthralling stage spectacle that audiences still love great opera, even in the 21st century. During the five-week 2019 season, roughly 180,000 spectators came to see
Giuseppe Verdi’s “Rigoletto.” And the upcoming season, which will have its premiere on July 22, 2021, is almost completely sold
out as well. An oversized clown figure – a kind of alter ego of Rigoletto – functions as the stage. To handle its complex movements,
the Bregenz Festival depends on control technology from Beckhoff.

PC Control 02 | 2021
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The main

With a diameter of 22 meters (72 feet) and a total area

cabinet and

of 338 square meters (3,638 square feet), the collar

the panel for

forms the central stage area. Mounted on a seesaw,

controlling the

the head can be moved across the entire stage.

hydraulics are
each equipped
with a built-in
15-inch CP6602
Panel PC from

© Bregenzer Festspiele/Anja Köhler/andereart.de

Beckhoff.
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The “Seebühne Bregenz” (Bregenz floating stage) is famous for its spectacu-

and to subject each of them to a safety analysis with regard to their drive

lar productions, but Philipp Stölzl’s staging exceeds all past performances in

force, load and speed,” explains Wolfgang Urstadt, the technical director of

terms of aesthetics as well as technical feasibility. It is therefore no wonder

the Bregenz Festival.

that it was awarded the German Stage Award, the Opus, and that steelworking company Biedenkapp received the German Metalworking Award 2019 in

Demanding motion control

the Special Designs category. All in all, 46 companies were involved in building

With a diameter of 22 meters (72 feet) and a total area of 338 square meters

the stage, which required three years of planning and 14 months of actual

(3,638 square feet), the collar forms the central stage area. It consists of one

construction time before the spectacle had its premiere on July 17, 2019.

fixed and three movable parts, which run on a system of rails driven by electric
cable winches when the stage breaks apart.

Moving scenery plays a role in itself
In Stölzl’s production, the original location of the opera – the court of the Duke

Five hydraulic cylinders and 14 electric motors alone handle the various

of Mantua – becomes a circus tent, and the court jester Rigoletto becomes a

movements of the head, which is 13.5 meters (44 feet) tall and weighs

clown. The backdrop signifies that the protagonist is literally up to his neck

35 tons (about 77,000 pounds). Mounted on a rotating seesaw that is 35 me-

in deep water. Only the head, encircled by a wide collar, and the hands of the

ters (115 feet) long, the head can be moved across the stage with a 94-degree

gigantic clown protrude from the lake. He dominates the action and reflects

angle. Driven by a central hydraulic cylinder, the seesaw also makes it possible

the mental state of the opera’s tragic character that gives the opera its name.

to raise the head or submerge it in Lake Constance until the water reaches

When Rigoletto enters the stage, the head awakens and smiles over a glitter-

its upper lip. “This is no easy feat,” says the stage technology manager:

ing feast. The actors bustle about on the figure’s collar, on its head, and in its

“Moving the head in only 27 seconds from 14.5 degrees above the horizon to

mouth. The duke is a notorious seducer of women, and Rigoletto is his influ-

28 degrees below the horizon requires a hydraulic pressure of up to 160 bar.”

ential assistant. But when the duke seduces Rigoletto’s daughter Gilda, the

Nodding motions are executed with two hydraulic cylinders moving at 4.4

tables are turned, and the clown becomes himself the victim of intrigues. As

degrees per second. And opening the lower jaw takes another two hydraulic

a visible symbol of his breakdown, the stage comes apart: the collar sections

cylinders moving at a speed of 10 degrees per second. Four electric motors

drift apart, and the eyes and nose fall out of the head. Instead of the smiling

shake the head, and eight more roll its eyes and open and close its eyelids.

clown face, a gruesome skull now dominates the scenery.

“That’s 19 axes for the head alone that must be controlled,” explains Andreas
Bechter, systems integrator at STB Steuerungstechnik Beck GmbH in Andels-

Each movement is programmed

bruch, Austria. “The power ratings range from 2 to 22 kilowatts for the electric

All movements of the stage and actions of the singers, the choir, the stunt-

drives and from 75 to 90 kilowatts for the hydraulic pumps.”

people and the extras were programmed in advance in a digital 3D model by
splitting the production into single cues, each of which can be called up with

The left hand, which reaches 11.5 meters (38 feet) out of the water and takes

a unique command. “After the scenery had been installed on the floating

on various functions in the production, has a total of eight hydraulically driven

stage in May 2019, we began to program each cue in accordance with the

axes. The biggest drive rotates the hand, while smaller drives connected in

previous model to test the settings of the axes and the hydraulic controllers,

parallel tilt the hand. Small motors control the movements of the individual
finger joints.

The stage, which was designed by Philipp Stölzl, allows the singers

PC-based control technology speeds up complex implementation

and actors to deliver spectacular performances.

“In terms of control technology, the challenge involved making the stage
manageable because it was divided into so many individual moving parts. The
complexity and the size of the stage and the absolute on-time delivery, which
was a must considering the short season, were difficult to implement with
traditional stage technology providers. That’s why we looked for alternatives
and ultimately found Beckhoff,” says Wolfgang Urstadt. Each individual machine is equipped by its manufacturer with a simple commissioning controller.
To communicate seamlessly with the higher-level Unican controller, a CAN-bus
interface had been specified. The client also required various measurement
systems for functions such as position feedback, encoder monitoring and
pressure monitoring.

© Bregenzer Festspiele/Karl Forster

The redundant axis computers from Neuss-based stage technology specialist
Unican control a total of 29 axes. Two control consoles are used to program
and trigger the motion commands. From here, the axis movements are
calculated and the commands issued to the underlying Beckhoff controller.
Although the entire sequence is defined in detail, the performances do not run
in automatic mode. As the stage manager issues the commands, one operator
is responsible for controlling all head and collar movements and another operator controls the complex movements of the left hand. “Unforeseen events

© Bregenzer Festspiele/Anja Köhler/andereart.de
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The stage consists of one fixed and three
movable parts, which run on a system
of rails driven by electric cable winches
when the stage breaks apart.

such as a strong wind gust can cause individual cues to be interrupted. Safety

ponents move the stage machinery into a safe position,” says Andreas Bechter.

comes first,” says the technical director.

“This was a special feature that we could only execute with Beckhoff. In case
of a power failure, we perform a manual or emergency motion sequence.”

Unlike with stationary stages, the short season of the production and the
predictability of any downtime that may occur require merely a project-based

The control platform in the main cabinet is a CX5120 Embedded PC in com-

safety inspection. “The TÜV (note by translators: German technical inspection

bination with a 15-inch CP6602 built-in Panel PC. The control functions are

association) conducted the safety inspection as part of a prototype exam-

executed with TwinCAT 3 automation software. The algorithms for the precise

ination. This made it easier to keep to our tight schedule, because we could

control and positioning of the hydraulic axes come from the TwinCAT Hy-

not begin rehearsals on the floating stage until the inspection had been

draulic Positioning software library. The fast communication system is EtherCAT,

completed,” explains Stefan Fritschke, the control technician of the Bregenz

which stands out with its excellent diagnostic capabilities and easy configu-

floating stage.

rability. The hydraulics control console is equipped with another CP6602 Panel
PC. “In view of the extremely limited space on the stage, the compact design

Decentralized control architecture meets

of the HD (high density) EtherCAT Terminals comes in handy. They feature 8 or

the special requirements of the floating stage

16 connection points in the housing of a 12-millimeter terminal block,” says

From Stefan Fritschke’s point of view, the great advantage of the Beckhoff

STB general manager Alfred Beck.

control system lies in its diversity of interfaces and its ability to operate with
a decentralized control architecture. “The cramped space on the floating stage
does not have room for a large control cabinet of the type you usually find in
opera houses. That’s why we needed a decentralized control concept for the
many distributed axes. We now have a main cabinet, which is linked to one
cabinet for controlling the collar and a second one for controlling the head.
In addition, the emergency controls were not designed as a large secondary
controller, as is common in large opera houses. If the Unican controller issues
an emergency signal, the local Beckhoff controllers for the various stage com-

More information:
www.bregenzerfestspiele.com
www.steuerungstechnikbeck.at
www.beckhoff.com/entertainment-industry
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PC Control and EtherCAT in high-temperature PCB test handler for the automotive industry

Redesign enhances functionality,
simplifies wiring and reduces costs

© Beckhoff

When Pensar Otra Vez (POV) was asked to develop a machine for final PCB testing at elevated
temperatures for an automotive supplier, the company had already gained experience with similar
systems. Nevertheless, a redesign of the control technology with Beckhoff yielded major improvements. In addition, the PC-based control technology simplified data acquisition and analysis for the
end customer's energy management.

Mechanical engineer Mike Edwards founded Pensar Otra Vez, Inc. in Tucson,

machines were already in operation at one of the customer’s plants in Texas,

Arizona, in 1994. Over the years, the company has built machines for many

so there was a clear baseline to measure improvements against.

industries, concentrating on medical, battery and automotive manufacturing.
The idea of regularly reevaluating components, processes and strategies is

The new handlers receive an incoming PCB at room temperature, elevate the

even in the company’s name: It literally means “think again” in Spanish. So,

PCB temperature to approximately 110 °C and hold that temperature within

when one long-term customer, a tier-one automotive supplier, needed to build

±3 degrees during a final functional test of the PCB to simulate operating

a new elevated-temperature PCB test handler in 2019, it may come as no sur-

conditions in a vehicle. Since the test time is under 120 s, the test handler must

prise that Mike Edwards automatically went back to the drawing board rather

quickly add heat to the product. Throughput is important, so the handler needs

than copying the existing design. More than 20 of these original test handler

to maximize testing time versus handling time. Inside the handler, the PCB
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The CP3921 multi-touch Control Panel offers a cleaner operator interface
(here for Dan Distefano), while eliminating some field wiring to switches
through the added push buttons and e-stop.

products progress through four preheat stops on the conveyor to reach the test

the same time. POV wanted to meet these goals while reducing cabling

stop. At each preheat stop, infrared temperature sensors monitor temperature

requirements, minimizing footprint and increasing user-friendliness. The end

rise. Previously, the integration of the sensors into the control system created a

user customer also wanted the machines to improve data acquisition and

wiring challenge with significant costs in terms of labor and cabling.

analytics capabilities as a path toward IIoT and Industrie 4.0 concepts. This
automotive vendor has plants around the world with key initiatives aimed

Increased performance and

at measuring processes and enhancing efficiencies. “Energy management in

transparency through one central platform

this customer’s factories is growing more and more important. This includes

The new elevated-temperature PCB test handler needed to increase per-

everything from automatic power down of conveyors when not in use to ac-

formance, adhere to testing processes and reduce component costs at

curate motor rpm monitoring,” POV Project Manager Mike Edwards explains.
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© Beckhoff

© Beckhoff

Below: The hot test machine is controlled by an ultra-compact C6030 Industrial PC from Beckhoff.

Left: IP67-rated EtherCAT Box modules use One Cable Automation via EtherCAT P
to provide power and communication in a single cable.

While the customer previously completed the machine programming in-

development system.” These capabilities improved the ease of support both

house using Visual Basic (VB), the automotive manufacturer now wanted

in the field and remotely.

greater flexibility and access to performance data across the system.
Therefore, the engineering team at POV collaborated with Dan Distefano,

The TwinCAT runtime is loaded on a space-saving C6030 ultra-compact

Owner and Senior Software Engineer at D2 Engineering LLC, on design and

Industrial PC (IPC) from Beckhoff that boasts an Intel® Core™ i3 processor.

programming. “One of the main goals was to provide access to all systems

For a more robust and user-friendly operator interface, the handler features

and devices through a single development environment,” Dan Distefano

a CP3921 multi-touch Control Panel with a 21.5-inch display and custom

says. “Having more than 20 years of experience with Beckhoff solutions, it

push-button extensions.

was clear that TwinCAT 3 automation software and the EtherCAT industrial
Ethernet system were the best fit, as they would also enable simple integra-

Enhanced communication and motion control

tion of third-party components.” The team worked closely with Casey Taylor,

Through its openness, comprehensive built-in diagnostics and high real-

Regional Sales Engineer at Beckhoff, to specify the best components and

time communication performance, EtherCAT improves machine design and

systems for the application.

operation by connecting all key machine components into one ecosystem.
EtherCAT does not use IP addresses for network devices; instead, it auto-

Integrated into Microsoft Visual Studio®, TwinCAT 3 allows programming
in computer science standards and all IEC 61131-3 languages with object-

matically identifies and configures each device on the network. “As a result,

oriented extensions. Dan Distefano leveraged several solutions within

for additional software,” Dan Distefano adds.

each device can be accessed, commissioned and debugged without the need

the software suite: “We implemented TwinCAT HMI for the operator GUI,
TwinCAT PLC and Motion for the machine control and TwinSAFE for the
integrated functional safety system. Having the same Visual Studio® front

The handler uses a mix of IP20-rated EtherCAT I/O terminals, IP67-rated

end helped us accomplish the main goal of easy access through a single

and power for field devices in a single cable. “EtherCAT P and machine-

EtherCAT Box modules and one-cable solutions that provide communication
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Above: At the POV facility, D2 Engineering Owner and Senior Software Engineer Dan Distefano (left) and Beckhoff Regional Sales Engineer Casey Taylor inspect the new
PCB test handler.

mounted I/O components allowed us to run just a single cable back to the

debugging time. All of this was possible along with easy integration of third-party

main control cabinet,” Mike Edwards says.

devices, such as the infrared sensors, on the all-encompassing EtherCAT network.

To load the PCBs through the elevated-temperature test stations, the handler

After the design and build were complete, the Beckhoff benefits included a

machine operates a conveyor powered by Beckhoff AS2022 stepper motors

reduction in controls design time of about 36 hours for the project, according

paired with AG2250 gearboxes. The IP54-rated AS2022 stepper motors powe-

to Mike Edwards. “Programming was consolidated into a single point, and

red by EL7047 EtherCAT Terminals feature a torsion-proof, integrated encoder.

additional features – such as temperature control and measurement, energy

“The previous design used a motor plus gearbox for each side of the edge belt

usage and speed monitoring – that were not available with prior compo-

conveyor. The motor speed output value was a numerical analog number that

nents offered greater flexibility,” he says. This is part of the strength of the

didn’t read as motor rpm or belt fpm,” Casey Taylor says. “The Beckhoff drive

Beckhoff platform, according to Dan Distefano: “Networking all devices over

technology could easily display true motor rpm, so the two conveyor sides could

EtherCAT allowed us to gather more information for machine processes and

be accurately monitored and adjusted.”

diagnostic support with minimal software development and no additional
hardware.” The redesigned handler has been operating in the field without

Redesign yields major improvements

issue, and the Pensar Otra Vez team would like to retrofit the others with the

“In the automation world, it is relatively rare to have the opportunity to directly

new Beckhoff architecture eventually.

compare newer technology with the previous way of performing the task,” Mike
Edwards says. “Redesigning the elevated-temperature PCB test handler for our
automotive-industry client offered the perfect chance for an apples-to-apples
comparison.” Use of EtherCAT I/O modules led to a savings of 9% in cost, 11%
in field wiring labor through improved wiring efficiency and 12.8% in electrical
cabinet size. Also important to the POV team was the significant reduction in

More information:
www.pensar2.com
www.d2engineeringllc.com
www.beckhoff.com/twincat3
www.beckhoff.com/ethercat
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Trumpf: IPC technology and EtherCAT elevate 3D laser cutting systems

© Trumpf GmbH + Co. KG/Oliver Graf Fotostudio GmbH

Open and highly adaptable automation
helps optimize machine concept
As the pioneer in 3D laser processing technology, Trumpf
offers complete machines and systems with optimally coordinated components in addition to beam sources and beam
components. The advanced TruLaser Cell series machines utilize
Industrial PC technology and EtherCAT I/O components from
Beckhoff. The current, second-generation TruLaser Cell 8030
combines maximum production reliability and productivity for
3D laser cutting.

Interior of the TruLaser Cell 8030

The TruLaser Cell 8030 is designed for the automotive sector and can be flex-

cabinet equipment. This enabled us to implement our concept for compact

ibly configured. A large version for cutting drawings and complete side parts

control cabinet modules in an ideal way – only a few I/O signals combined

is available along with a smaller variant for manufacturing individual parts

with the secure signals in a single module. The EK1914 EtherCAT Coupler is the

and segments of the bodyshell. The high-speed rotary changer provides a 20%

concrete result of these requirements. It combines the functions of the EK1100

shorter turning time of only 1.8 seconds, minimizing non-productive times and

EtherCAT Coupler with standard and secure digital I/Os in an exceptionally

increasing the overall performance. In comparison to the predecessor model,

compact design and can be expanded to include additional EtherCAT Terminals

the machine cuts a hot-formed vehicle cross member, for example, with 10%

as needed. Using the EtherCAT I/O system from Beckhoff, we significantly reduce

higher machine dynamics, 10% lower non-productive times and 30% faster

the space required in the control cabinet compared to other fieldbus systems.”

slug control.

Another differentiator for the TruLaser Cell is the high performance of EtherCAT
for controlling a highly dynamic laser optic axis while also supplying the servo

Flexible machines and control systems are essential

amplifiers with setpoints fast enough.

The TruLaser Cell 8030 can process large series parts cost-effectively and with
high flexibility. The NC programming offers maximum flexibility in terms of the

EtherCAT offers a number of essential features to the TruLaser Cell, as Thomas

component geometry, which can also be subsequently modified to address new

Brauchle adds: “The available bandwidth perfectly matches the requirements

requirements using the variable laser tool. The same applies to the automation

of a laser processing system. This enables us to utilize EtherCAT for all of the

specialist chosen to support the project, as Thomas Brauchle, Service Quality

installation technology and we do not have to make any compromises. In

Assurance Manager at Trumpf in Plymouth Township, Michigan, USA, and former

addition, there is the advantage of a worldwide communication standard with

TruLaser Cell 8030 project manager, explains: “With Beckhoff we have a partner

its widespread use. The transmission of signals to a rotating axis is an essential

who supplies us with state-of-the-art automation technology and also has the

function in a 5-axis machine and we have developed a contactless and wear-free

flexibility to address the special requirements of a laser processing system. The

system for EtherCAT transmission together with a supplier.”

broad portfolio offers almost all of the required components. In rare cases, in
which the standard range could not provide a solution, they quickly developed

Thomas Brauchle also values the extensive EtherCAT diagnostic options as

the ideal product.”

a means of locating the causes of any faults. For example, in one case study
a service technician remotely identified a fault in a cable for the power supply:

Another key factor behind the decision to choose Beckhoff technology was

“After the right spare part was received and replaced by the machine user, the

the underlying EtherCAT communication system. Thomas Brauchle confirms

system was back up, running smoothly again and the customer was impressed

this: “We utilize EtherCAT with all TruLaser Cell machines. The key factor here

with the service.” For some systems, space-saving control components are also

was that EtherCAT provides an optimal fieldbus system for modular control

important to reduce footprint requirements. As such, the Beckhoff system as a
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The TruLaser Cell 8030 laser
cutting machine can be
conveniently operated via
the customer-specific Control

© Electronic Publishing Stefan Berner GmbH/Trumpf GmbH + Co. KG

Panel built by Beckhoff (left).

whole provides the assurance that the systems are state-of-the-art, flexible, very

the open-system design of PC-based control combined with a wide range of

reliable, highly productive and also cost-effective.

different fieldbus controllers, enabling the machines to flexibly adapt to each
production environment. For example, PROFINET RT is connected via the EL6631

Demanding requirements on the machine HMI

controller/device terminal as well as EtherNet/IP (EL6652), DeviceNet (EL6752)

According to Thomas Brauchle, Trumpf machine control panels have extremely

or PROFIBUS (EL6731).

demanding requirements, which ultimately led to the decision to use a customized Control Panel from Beckhoff: “On one hand, the HMI has to be uni-

The TruLaser Cell machines and the laser devices also utilize further EtherCAT

formly suitable for diverse machine technologies. On the other hand, our high

I/O components. These include standard I/O terminals, including the high-den-

demands regarding ergonomics and design also have to be fulfilled. This is only

sity (HD) design, the compact EK1818 and EK1914 EtherCAT Couplers, IO-Link

possible with a specifically developed Control Panel. Beckhoff's high flexibility

Box modules (with IP67 protection class) for connecting diverse sensors (tem-

regarding the design was a particular advantage. For example, we were able to

perature, pressure, level) as well as the EP9214 24 V voltage distribution for

specify the supplier for the integrated pushbuttons. We also quickly received a

EtherCAT Box modules. Machine safety is also integrated consistently across

fully functional prototype for our own testing. The compatibility of the 'open

diverse TwinSAFE Terminals and Box modules. The logical links are implemented

frame' variant with the design operating panel is another advantage as it enables

in the EL6910 TwinSAFE Logic terminal. Thomas Brauchle adds: “TwinSAFE has

the new operating panel design to be integrated into an existing machine series.”

replaced numerous electromechanical components with wear-free software. This
has significantly reduced the number of conventional components and also the

The C6930 control cabinet Industrial PC with 2 SSDs and the C9900-U330

amount of wiring required. All non-drive safety functions were implemented

battery pack is used as the control computer in the TruLaser Cell 8030. According

via the TwinSAFE Editor and we truly value its graphical overview of the logical

to Thomas Brauchle, Trumpf had numerous selection criteria and considered the

links. The ability to show and hide safety functions is essential for standard

IPC and Control Panel package as a whole. In addition to the high performance,

machines with expansions.”

the flexible installation on the highest possible number of different machines
was a decisive factor. The ability to place the Control Panel in any desired location using the CP-Link 4 single-cable solution was another contributing factor.
Openness and system consistency
A wide variety of fieldbus systems have to be considered, given that Trumpf's
OEM customers, in particular, integrate the laser sources into production lines.
According to Thomas Brauchle, Beckhoff offers the right solution because of

More information:
www.trumpf.com
www.beckhoff.com/machine-tools
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Ultra-compact Industrial PC and multi-touch Control Panel
with newly developed HMI solution for machine tools

Customized IPC
technology powers
Industrie 4.0-capable
operating and
networking concept
EMAG GmbH & Co. KG, based in Salach, Germany, is a specialist for flexible production solutions and offers a broad
spectrum of machine tools ranging from standardized machines to customized manufacturing systems. Together with
the new EDNA operating and networking concept, these now
enable significantly more transparent and efficient processes.
EDNA, the EMAG DNA, is a modular software ecosystem
consisting of interconnected software and machine components. In an interview with PC Control magazine, Rainer Seitz,
Head of Software Development & IoT, explains the specific advantages of the system as a whole, along with the customized
CP3921 Control Panel and the C6030 ultra-compact Industrial
PC from Beckhoff.

How long have you been using the C6030 ultra-compact Industrial PC
and what was the key factor behind this decision?
Rainer Seitz: We have been using this space-saving Industrial PC from Beckhoff
since 2018 because it is a highly compact IPC which even fits into the control cabinet if it is retrofitted at a later date. The ability to connect any common fieldbus
system via the real-time kernel and EtherCAT provides additional benefits. The
fact that we can design the factory-fitted basic image to match our requirements
is another important aspect as this ensures seamless integration into our CI/CD
pipeline. In practice, the C6030 has proven to be extremely robust and reliable.
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The customer-specific CP3921 Control Panel is
precisely tailored to the requirements of the new
© EMAG

EDNA operating and IoT concept from EMAG.

© EMAG
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Since 2018, EMAG has utilized
the C6030 ultra-compact
Industrial PC in its machines.
It also forms the computing
foundation of the new EDNA
concept as a labeled, customerspecific EDNA IoT core
(see linked image).

In this context, how important is the ability to create customer-

types with the new panel and HMI. Retrofitting is also possible under

specific designs and what experience is your experience with

specific conditions. However, we have to examine each individual case to

Beckhoff in this regard?

address this.

Rainer Seitz: This option is essential especially given that the collaboration has

How important was the wide range of multi-touch panels

proven to be uncomplicated and cooperative. In addition to technical support,

and the corresponding Beckhoff expertise when selecting the HMI?

transporting EMAG’s EDNA brand is also important to us. We always receive
support for the design, advice and planning directly from Beckhoff such as

Rainer Seitz: We place a lot of importance on the ability to examine both the

regarding the choice of form factor and corporate design adaptations.

development of the hardware and the HMI concepts interactively and crossfunctionally given that both sides influence each other. The agile approach,

What are the reasons for consistently using the customized CP3921

which is already common practice in software development, has also been very

as your standard operator interface?

successful in collaboration with Beckhoff.

Rainer Seitz: The EDNA panel is the central user interface for the machine

What special requirements were focal elements of the CP3921's

tool. We have tailored both the equipment and the design to meet the

customized design and what role does HMI design play on the whole?

standardization requirements for our current diverse range of panels. This
integrated approach to hardware and software has enabled us to develop

Rainer Seitz: The basic requirement was: simple and reduced to the essentials.

a standardized panel design that is effective in every context and for a

The HMI hardware needs to provide a future-proof foundation for ongoing soft-

wide range of EMAG technologies and machine series. The most important

ware innovations. User Interface Design (UI) and User Experience Design (UX)

global and safety functions are integrated directly into the frame. We also

were our top priority from the outset. This means that the development process-

implement specific requirements for modern software through the flexibility

es focused on the needs of our target group. Alongside the product design, this

of multi-touch technology. As a result, we can simplify the operation of our

is especially important with regard to software ergonomics. Our flexible concept

machines, increase uniformity and also address individual requirements using

and proprietary software extensions enable us to guide user groups through

a modular approach.

our applications spanning different technologies by utilizing recurring patterns.

When and which machines will this be implemented on

Why did you decide on the 21.5-inch widescreen format and,

and can it also be retrofitted on older systems?

in particular, the portrait variant?

Rainer Seitz: Our new MIND L-1000 induction hardening machine is already

Rainer Seitz: The high resolution along with sufficient size to enable comfort-

equipped with the new panel and HMI. New hob cutters and turning ma-

able navigation using the touchscreen even with gloves were the deciding

chines are currently in development. For 2021, we aim to deliver all of our

factors. In numerous concept variations and experiments, we decided on what

standard lathes IoT-ready and factory-fitted with an IPC as of about the

might be the more exotic portrait format. In the upper half we focus on present-

middle of the year. We are also in the process of equipping other machine

ing and summarizing information, whereas the lower half is primarily designed
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Rainer Seitz, Head of Software
Development & IoT at EMAG

for interaction and configuring various parameters. In addition to these practi-

suitable dashboards to clearly visualize the data for customers is an essential

cal reasons for the user, the portrait format also perfectly communicates the

aspect of this strategy. Once again, the CP3921 offers great options for display-

core of our EMAG brand: "Think Vertical".

ing these dashboards directly on the machine. This gives machine operators
direct feedback regarding the status of the production and also the condition

What are the requirements regarding the robustness

of the machine itself.

of the Control Panel?
You also offer the EDNA concept as a white label solution.
Rainer Seitz: We have maximum durability requirements because the ma-

Which customer group are you targeting with this?

chines sometimes operate under extremely harsh conditions. Failure would be
extremely costly.

Rainer Seitz: The target group consists of all machine builders who want
to benefit from an innovative and comprehensive ecosystem and enrich their

What are the practical advantages of the EDNA concept

machines with software-based value-added services.

for the machine tool industry?
EDNA has already been recognized as an innovative concept.
Rainer Seitz: EDNA will consistently reduce the amount of time that has to be

What awards have you received?

spent on commissioning, setting up and operating the machines despite the fact
that manufacturing processes are becoming more complex and the demands on

Rainer Seitz: The overall hardware and software concept received the Red Dot

flexibility are increasing. Numerous, minor data-driven software enhancements

Award 2020: best of the best and it was also nominated for the highest award,

will also enable the machines to produce more parts in the same amount of time

the Red Dot: Luminary. In addition, it received special mentions including the

while also increasing quality.

“German Design Award Special Mention” and the “UX Design Award Special
Mention”. As such, the combination of our software and Beckhoff hardware

How important is Industrie 4.0 and IoT

represents real added value for every user.

in the context of the EDNA concept?
The interview was conducted by Marc Ludwig,

Rainer Seitz: They are focal aspects of all developments at EMAG and define

Product Management Industrial PC, Beckhoff Automation

the future for us. Our strategy is to become established in the market as a digital
machine tool manufacturer by 2025. Specifically, our software products focus
on the value of data, providing overarching analytics tools for our customers'
production. Real-time data from the machines is combined and processed to
provide useful information and recommendations for action. This is about more
than just passing on machine data. Rather, our Life Line products serve as a
portal for data-driven services that generate valuable status messages and
recommendations drawn from process knowledge and algorithms. Developing

More information:
www.emag.com
www.beckhoff.com/cp39xx
www.beckhoff.com/c6030
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PC-based control of 1D/3D microphone
winches delivers outstanding sound

High-precision microphone
positioning for concerts
and recordings

Eliminating the need for local winch controllers
brings cost savings and keeps the winch housings
small with dimensions of only 60 by 60 by 20 cm.
This is particularly appreciated in theaters and event
facilities, where space is usually at a premium.

© SALZBRENNER media

SALZBRENNER media is a system provider for professional audio,
video and media technology used in applications worldwide.
The company, which is headquartered in Buttenheim, Germany,
has more than 60 years of experience in designing, planning,
building, installing and maintaining sophisticated projects in the
field of entertainment technology. For the development of its
1D and 3D microphone winches, SALZBRENNER media selected
Beckhoff as its control supplier.
Using TwinCAT 3 software and
Embedded PCs, the company built a space- and
cost-saving control solution for the PLC, drive and
safety components.
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which seven microphones are installed.

At the 2019 Stage|Set|Scenery trade fair in Berlin, SALZBRENNER media

SALZBRENNER media. The system comprises a group of four synchronously

presented with its MIC fly 1D/3D microphone winches, a newly developed

operated winches. They move a flying frame on which up to eight micro-

system that ensures high-quality audio recordings through the precise use

phones (two per winch) can be installed above the three-dimensional work-

of microphone positioning technology in performance venues and studios.

space. In the WDR facility, this covered an area of 7 by 9 m (23 by 29.5 ft)

Its special feature is the cascading of the individual winches, which allows

horizontally and 3 m (10 ft) vertically. The 3D travel of the microphones

for 3D microphone travel in addition to simple up and down movements.

makes it possible to place them precisely above the orchestra and/or the

“The first deployment of a four-point 3D winch was as part of a new audio

individual instruments. The entire system for the WDR’s concert hall com-

system in the historic Klaus von Bismarck Hall in Cologne, the concert fa-

prises 29 1D winches for individual microphones and one 3D winch with

cility of the WDR broadcasting center,” says Stefan List, project manager at

seven microphones.
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Integrated concept for control, drive and safety technology

we were looking for a control technology that would be scalable in terms of

“We have been working with Beckhoff for roughly two years now,” says

performance and design to give us the flexibility we needed to realize the

Stefan List. “We first got in touch with Beckhoff at an entertainment indus-

individual requirements of our customers. For the 3D winch control, we only

try fair when we were looking for a control solution for our winches. We

needed to adapt the software.”

were impressed by the PC-based control solution’s high level of integration,
which allowed us to combine sequential control, drive technology and safety

A Beckhoff CX5130 Embedded PC is used as the central controller for

technology in a single platform. As a specialist for custom-tailored solutions,

up to five of the MIC fly 1D winches. For installations with more winches,
SALZBRENNER media uses the more powerful CX5140 Embedded PC with an
Intel® Atom™ CPU (1.91 GHz, 4 processor cores). TwinCAT 3 PLC, HMI Web
and NC PTP software cover all necessary functions ranging from sequencing
to visualization to motion control. The compact drive solution consists of an
EL7221-9014 EtherCAT servo terminal with One Cable Technology (OCT) and
integrated safety technology (STO) as well as an AM8100 servomotor that is
specially designed for use with the servo I/O modules.
The 3D winches are centrally controlled via a CX5120 Embedded PC, which
communicates with the four winches via the powerful EtherCAT industrial
Ethernet fieldbus. The TwinCAT-based software tool, which SALZBRENNER
media developed for controlling the individual winches, could be extended
for the 3D winches simply by adding NC-I and kinematic functionalities.
Only the input and output terminals are installed in the winches themselves.
“Through the centralized control approach and the coordination of the axes
with TwinCAT NC I, they can be positioned with a precision of less than 1 cm.
The possibility to dispense with local controllers also brings cost savings,

© WDR Köln

and the winch housings could be made quite small with dimensions of 60
by 60 by 20 centimeters,” says the project manager. The small size is particularly appreciated in theaters and event facilities, where space is usually
at a premium.

For the first time, the new audio system in the WDR’s historic Klaus von
Bismarck Hall in Cologne includes a four-point 3D microphone winch system

“For the first project in the WDR hall, we installed an AX5000 EtherCAT

from SALZBRENNER media.

Servo Drive with integrated safety technology and the AM80xx servomotor
with OCT for the 3D winches. For subsequent projects in the Baden-Baden
Festival Hall and the broadcasting hall of Saarland Radio in Saarbrücken,
we switched to the compact drive technology from Beckhoff for everything.
This change was seamless because the same software can be used for all the
different drive systems,” explains Stefan List. The operation of the winches
is web-based via touch panels with a user interface that is easy to use for
the stage staff as well as the musicians. Up to 200 presets can be saved
and called up. The control panel can be permanently installed or mobile; it
connects to the local area network.
TwinCAT Kinematic Transformation
handles complex cable pull calculations
Developed by Beckhoff and SALZBRENNER media, the software converts the
© Festspielhaus Baden-Baden

space coordinates into specific rope lengths for the 3D winches to position the
microphones based on the respective sound requirements. “We adjust the microphone positions based on the performance requirements or the instruments
in the orchestra,” explains Stefan List. The control challenge involves, among
other things, making sure that the wires holding the frame with the microphones are kept taut. Since each wire must be kept at a different length, these
calculations are highly complex. “With the cable pull kinematics that Beckhoff

With more than 2,500 seats, the Baden-Baden Festival Hall is Germany’s largest opera

has developed and made part of the TwinCAT kinematics library, they no longer

and concert hall. As part of the renewal of the hall’s roughly 20-year-old sound and

have to be calculated in the PLC but can be called up directly from TwinCAT NC.

video systems during the 2020 summer break, a MIC fly 3D microphone winch system

This simplifies programming considerably,” explains Franz-Josef Klaus, engineer

was installed to ensure highly precise audio recordings.

for motion control application software at Beckhoff.
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Bei der Realisierung der neuen Audioanlage im historischen Klaus-von-Bismarck-Saal
in Köln, dem Rundfunksendesaal des WDR, wurde erstmals eine Vierpunkt-3D-Mikro-

© SALZBRENNER media

fonwinde von SALZBRENNER media installiert.

Diagram of the winch system for stage microphones

TwinSAFE answers demanding stage safety requirements

With Beckhoff, we have a partner who is experienced in entertainment appli-

“A unique selling point of the MIC fly winch is its compliance with the de-

cations of all sizes and whose system toolbox offers many interfaces that are

manding DEKRA safety standards that stage technology applications must

relevant for our industry. SALZBRENNER media implements a broad range of

meet,” says Stefan List. Since the microphone winches are installed above

media and stage applications, and we will surely use Beckhoff technology

the orchestra, they are equipped with a complex safety system consisting of

for many more projects in the future,” concludes Stefan List.

programmable acceleration and deceleration ramps, slack-line protection,
uncoiling and overload protection as well as electronic cable monitoring.
“The integrated safety control from Beckhoff allowed us to implement a very
compact solution,” continues the project manager. “It consists of an integrated EL1918 8-channel TwinSAFE input terminal with TwinSAFE Logic and
the EK1914 EtherCAT Coupler with integrated digital standard and safety
I/Os. The cable tension measurement, which monitors the force minimum
and force maximum directly on the line, is carried out by a force sensor
that is analyzed by the EL3356-0090 TwinSAFE SC input terminal. The winch
speed monitoring is carried out by an incremental encoder being read by the
EL5151-0090 TwinSAFE SC incremental encoder interface. Comparing the
results of the safe speed sensor with the actual drive rotation ensures a high
level of safety. Since the safety signals are also transmitted over EtherCAT,
only a single cable must be run to each winch.

More information:
www.salzbrenner.com
www.beckhoff.com/entertainment-industry
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PC-based control technology upgrades large telescopes
and other instruments at the European Southern Observatory (ESO)

© ESO/B. Tafreshi

High-precision telescope observes
a star dancing around a supermassive
black hole

Observations made with ESO’s Very Large Telescope (VLT) revealed for the first time in 2020 that a star orbiting the supermassive
black hole at the center of the Milky Way moves just as predicted by Albert Einstein’s general theory of relativity. This long-soughtafter result was made possible by high-precision measurements, in which PC-based control technology from Beckhoff played a key
role as it has with other experiments.
The European Southern Observatory, (ESO), which is headquartered in

Black hole at the center of the Milky Way

Garching, Germany, is the leading European organization for astronomical

Einstein’s general theory of relativity predicts that the gravitational orbit of one

research and the world’s most scientifically productive observatory. ESO

celestial body around another is not closed, as in Newtonian Gravity, but that

carries out an ambitious program focused on the design, construction and

the orbital ellipse itself undergoes rotation in the direction of motion around the

operation of powerful, ground-based astronomical observation facilities.

attracting body. This “star dance” effect was proven in 2020 in the motion of a star

The organization has three observation sites in Chile: La Silla, Paranal and

orbiting the compact radio source Sagittarius A* at the center of the Milky Way. It

Chajnantor. At Paranal, ESO currently operates the Very Large Telescope

also proves the presence of a supermassive black hole of 4 million times the mass

(VLT), the VLT Interferometer, and the two survey telescopes, Vista and the

of the sun. This effect, known as Schwarzschild precession, had never before been

VLT Survey Telescope. Moreover, ESO selected Cerro Armazones, not far from

measured for a star moving around a supermassive black hole.

© ESO/GRAVITY consortium

Paranal, as the home for the Extremely Large Telescope (ELT), which at 39 m
in diameter is scheduled to go into operation in 2025 as the largest optical

This result is the culmination of 27 years of observations of this star using, for the

telescope in the world.

better part of this time, a variety of advanced instruments at ESO’s VLT, located

Gravity is a second-generation instrument for the VLT Interferometer
and will enable measurement of
the positions and movements
of astronomical objects on much
smaller scales than currently
possible.
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Panorama shot of ESO’s Very
Large Telescope (VLT) at Cerro
Paranal in Chile

in the Atacama Desert in Chile. The number of data points marking the star’s

NC PTP 10 (TC1250) and TwinCAT 3 C++ (TC1300), as well as the TwinCAT 3

position and velocity attests to the accuracy of the new research project: more

OPC UA function (TF6100).

than 330 measurements in total were performed using the “Gravity” instrument
among others. Because the star takes years to orbit the black hole, it had to be

About 10 EtherCAT Terminals are directly connected to each Embedded PC acting

followed for close to three decades in order to unravel the intricacies of its orbital

as PLC on average. According to Mario Kiekebusch, the most commonly used of

movement.

these are the ES2xxx and ES3xxx digital and analog input and output terminals
and communication interfaces like the EL6002 serial interface. Additionally, the

PC-based control used in upgrades and new instruments

stepper and DC motion controllers used include the EL7041 stepper motor ter-

Due to its lengthy period of operation, the VLT uses older control technology for

minal with EL5152 external encoder terminal and the EL7342 DC motor terminal

the most part, but PC-based control from Beckhoff is already being used now

with the EL5101 incremental encoder interface. Moreover, future plans for the ELT

in some of the more recent upgrades. One example of this is the modernization

include the use of around 560 EL2044 four-channel digital output terminals with

of the UT Coudé Train, via which the starlight from the individual telescopes is

extended diagnostics.

passed on to the front-end units, spectrographs and detectors. As explained by
Mario Kiekebusch, Head of Instrument Control Software Group at ESO: “Beckhoff
technology is now being used in a number of systems at the observatory, primarily
in second- and third-generation astronomical instruments. The first instrument to
be implemented fully with Beckhoff control systems is the Echelle Spectrograph
for Rocky Exoplanet and Stable Spectroscopic Observations (Espresso). By detecting minimal changes in the light properties of stars, it can be used to search for
exoplanets with unprecedented precision. The light of all four VLT telescopes can
© ESO/P. Horálek

now also be combined for the first time, thus achieving the light-collecting power
of a 16 m telescope.”
According to Mario Kiekebusch, Gravity is another very important instrument that
uses Beckhoff controllers. This instrument already helped confirm the existence

The Echelle Spectrograph for Rocky

of a black hole in our galaxy, and is used to combine the light from all four VLT

Exoplanet and Stable Spectroscopic

8 m telescopes in one super telescope offering the resolution of a telescope of

Observations (Espresso) installed

up to 130 meters in diameter. Four controllers are used on average for each

at the VLT allows the search for

instrument, primarily CX20xx series Embedded PCs. TwinCAT 3 is the control

exoplanets to be carried out with

software used, generally with the basic runtime components TwinCAT 3 PLC/

unprecedented precision.

More information:
www.eso.org
www.beckhoff.com/embedded-pc
www.beckhoff.com/twincat3
www.beckhoff.com/ethercat-terminal
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Nel Hydrogen relies on PC-based control for
environmentally friendly hydrogen filling stations

Michael Stefan, Senior Director Product Management, Nel Hydrogen Fueling, shows the hydrogen
filling station from Nel Hydrogen. Soon, the
company plans to produce 300 units per year.

Sustainable mobility
Hydrogen is considered to be the energy source of the future. It is a component of water and of almost all organic compounds.
Therefore, molecules containing hydrogen are found in every living organism. As an energy source, it does not produce carbon
dioxide if it is collected using renewable energy sources such as wind or solar power. The Danish company Nel Hydrogen is a
long-standing pioneer in the field of hydrogen technology. With its hydrogen production concepts, Nel aims to make a key contribution to environmentally friendly mobility. Nel Hydrogen develops fueling stations and dispensers for cars, buses, and trucks.
Fast, real time control and monitoring of every single station component is crucial for securing high reliability and low maintenance. The sophisticated software solutions are based on Beckhoff technologies.
Based in Herning, Denmark, the technology company Nel Hydrogen has

30 stations per year. This number will soon rise to 300. Filling the tank

been consistently focused on developing hydrogen filling stations. Business,

of a hydrogen car may take only three minutes and keep it driving

science and politicians expect this market to grow rapidly in the coming

as far as 600 km – and 1,000 km in the near future.

years. This is due to increased efforts to achieve sustainability in all areas
of life. Hydrogen is a gas that can easily be stored and transformed from

The automotive industry is rethinking

electricity. The energy conversion of hydrogen to create a fuel source is two

”We see a shift in strategy among the world’s automobile

to three times more efficient than conventional engines. This means that

producers. A significant share of our stations is sold to

hydrogen-powered vehicles have a longer range while using less fuel than

Korea. Asian car producers have an aggressive strategy

conventionally powered vehicles. In the process, they do not emit any CO2
or other pollutants such as carbon monoxide or nitrogen oxides. The only

when it comes to zero emission vehicles. In the USA, es-

waste product is water. Today, Nel Hydrogen produces and sells more than

for hydrogen cars. The USA has the world's largest car

pecially in California, there are attractive leasing offers

© Beckhoff
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Hydrogen makes cars, buses and trucks
CO2-neutral and environmentally friendly.
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Applied PC Control
CX5140 Embedded PC with Intel® Atom™ processor:
–

TwinCAT 3 PLC controls the entire system and refueling process.

–

TwinCAT 3 HMI is applied as a user interface for end-users and
service employees via external PC based on web browser (HTML5).

–

TwinCAT 3 Modbus RTU is used for sensor and
periphery equipment.

–

TwinCAT 3 Modbus TCP interfaces are used for
communication between devices.

–

TwinCAT 3 IoT Communication is used for data handling,
typically for local message broker.

EtherCAT I/O system:
–

digital input and output terminals EL1809, EL2809

–

analog input and output terminals EL3058, EL3064, EL3208,

© Beckhoff

EL4004, EL4024
–

serial interface EL6021

A CX5140 embedded PC from Beckhoff ensures fast signal processing and
makes the hydrogen filling station as convenient as a gasoline pump.

market and there is a high demand for zero-emission cars. We have prepared

“We need powerful PLCs and fast signal processing to ensure that our equip-

for a rapid expansion in our production facility so we can meet market

ment is just as sophisticated as petrol stations. Since the first fueling station

demands. According to market prognoses, there will be a need of 20,000

was developed in 2003, the stations have become more complex. Therefore,

to 30,000 hydrogen dispensers world-wide by 2030,” says Michael Stefan,

we need solutions that give us the best options in the market. Real-time data

Senior Director of Product Management at Nel Hydrogen.

is extremely important. It’s a question of milliseconds from the data is being
captured and distributed to the cloud – till the global monitoring system is

Maturing the market

able to react. This is the strength of Beckhoff components. There are very few

Nel Hydrogen relies on Beckhoff technology to stay ahead of competition.

limitations when it comes to speed, and with open standards you can connect

The challenge is to navigate in a relatively immature market and choose

to everything. Open standards, real time speed, and flexibility are key for us,”

technologies and solutions that can give end-customers the same experience

says Jacob Svendsen, Head of Technology & Development, Nel Hydrogen.

with hydrogen fueling as with gasoline fueling. It has to be easy, and with
typically only one hydrogen dispenser at each station, it has to work 24/7.

Nel Hydrogen is one of the few filling station manufacturers that develops its
own software. The company believes that more software-oriented, rather than

“We have taken a leading position in maturing this market with the goal of

hardware-based, solutions will emerge as the company's unique selling point.

making hydrogen a successful alternative to gasoline and diesel. Not only
from an environmental perspective, but also in practice. We apply Beckhoff

“We gain valuable insight and experience by building the software solutions

Automation control solutions, and we can clearly say that Beckhoff’s open

ourselves. Beckhoff supports us with this. Programming is made easy with

platform strategy supports our business model,” says Michael Stefan.

the TwinCAT environment implemented in Visual Studio and the ability to
use object-oriented programming. We can reuse codes from different PLCs

Real time is key

as well as reuse codes to scale with different CPUs, thereby saving time

Beckhoff’s TwinCAT PLCs and EtherCAT fieldbus control the entire fueling

and resources. We benefit from fast scan rates to better control regulation,

process. Component data is being collected, such as pressure, temperature,

diagnostics, reporting, and safe shutdowns in case of leaks. At the same

flow, gas detection, and the condition of the vehicle tank, and all data are

time, we can reduce the energy consumption of each individual component.

distributed to the cloud. All processes and parameters are closely monitored

We are able to optimize both functionality and energy consumption of each

in real time which enables predictive maintenance and fast reaction if re-

component for the benefit of end consumers as well as the environment,”

quired.

says Jacob Svendsen.
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About Nel Hydrogen
Jacob Svendsen, Vice President, Technology &

Nel Hydrogen has its origins in 1927 and is today a world

Development, Nel Hydrogen Fueling, is respon-

leading pure-play hydrogen technology company with

sible for the development of hydrogen filling

a market capitalization of $ 3.4 billion. Originally, Nel

stations at Nel Hydrogen, alongside Michael

Hydrogen was exclusively involved in the field of water

Stefan.

electrolysis. Today, the company is the largest supplier
of electrolyzers and sells both alkali and PEM electrolyzers. Through the take-over of the Danish company
H2 Logic in 2015, Nel Hydrogen acquired the expertise to
produce turnkey, standardized hydrogen filling stations
with dispensers for cars, buses, trucks and forklifts. The
company now employs more than 300 people and has
been listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange since 2014. So
far, Nel Hydrogen has sold 80 fueling stations in Europe,
the USA and Korea.

Why hydrogen for mobility?
The world needs a new energy source to replace oil
and gas to slow climate change and global warming.
Hydrogen is the element with the highest energy density
and can be produced from water by electrolysis using
renewable energies. Another advantage of hydrogen is
that it can be easily stored and converted into electricity
or can be produced from electricity. Renewable irregular
energy sources like wind and solar alone would bring
the energy grids to their limits if there is no way of also

© Beckhoff

storing the energy.

“Today, a dispenser is able to serve 40-80 cars per day, but in near future

Beckhoff’s development department in Germany and the support in Denmark

our stations should serve at least ten times that number per day. We need

are very short."

solutions that not only keep us up to date with market developments, but
which help us develop the market,” says Michael Stefan and continues:
“For us, Beckhoff is the right partner because they keep focus on innovative
solutions. We depend on that in our industry. Fortunately, the paths between

More information:
www.nelhydrogen.com
www.beckhoff.com/cx5140
www.beckhoff.com/ethercat
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Cornelis Kooistra, Project Manager at Quadient,
regards the powerful EtherCAT communication system

PC-based control and EtherCAT enable flexible
and sustainable packaging machines

Right sized packaging
to boost sustainability

© donebydeon.com

E-commerce has recently experienced an enormous rise in acceptance and success.
At the same time, consumers increasingly value sustainability and avoiding the use
of unnecessary packaging material. To address these trends Quadient, in Drachten,
the Netherlands, developed a new packaging machine for the flexible, sustainable
and cost-effective production of customized corrugated cardboard packaging. This
system utilizes PC-based control, EtherCAT communication and drive technology
from Beckhoff.

Production of customized corrugated cardboard
packaging with the CVP Impack system

© Quadient

as a major advantage for packaging machinery.
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Development of the new CVP Impack machine concept commenced in

According to Cornelis Kooistra, the communication system forms the foundation

2012/2013, as Quadient project manager Cornelis Kooistra explains: “The idea

for the machine's performance: “EtherCAT plays a crucial role in achieving the

for this new machine arose when one of our managers became dissatisfied

high accuracy and predictability of the packaging process. All actions and steps

after realizing that products were almost always packed in corrugated cartons

can be recorded precisely, and our machines actually generate 'big data' that

that were too large. In particular, the packaging sent out by web shops contains

can then be saved and processed on a server via the Internet. Both we and our

more than 50% cushioning on average.” This occurs because of the extremely

customers access this data in order to use it for predictive maintenance, incident

tight schedules when shipping goods, alongside the lack of suitable and suffi-

analysis or machine optimization, for example. EtherCAT enables us to control

ciently flexible packaging solutions. In turn, this not only wastes large amounts

the system in real time while also tracking machine data quickly and seamlessly

cardboard material but also creates unnecessary transport volume – resulting

which we provide to internal and, in particular, external analysts.”

in all the associated consequences such as increased energy consumption
and CO2 emissions together with higher work overhead and additional costs.

According to Cornelis Kooistra, the fact that EtherCAT has become an estab-

“We developed the CVP Impack to eliminate all these disadvantages. This is the

lished global communication standard with a correspondingly broad range of

first packaging machine capable of producing cardboard boxes optimized in all

EtherCAT devices from diverse manufacturers is yet another advantage: “This

three dimensions. Today, the CVP Automated Packaging systems are used by nu-

is highly beneficial for OEMs. Together with the open system design typical for

merous ecommerce companies in Europe and North America allowing them to

PC-based control, it enables us to expand our own software modules with new

efficiently auto-pack in smart, fit-to-size parcels,” summarizes Cornelis Kooistra.

and even external modules and to easily reuse existing modules.”

Sustainability and cost reductions

The next generation of automated packaging

Using 3D scanning technology, Quadient’s automated packaging systems size,

In early-2020, Quadient introduced its next-generation auto-boxer: The CVP

construct, weigh and label each individual order – regardless of whether it is

Everest does everything that the CVP Impack does, but it boasts higher through-

made up of individual or multiple items in just a matter of seconds. In addition,

put capabilities that address the needs of the modern e-commerce fulfilment

the cartons are always designed to perfectly match the respective product,

center. With a maximum speed of 1,100 boxes per hour, the CVP Everest is the

lowering the shipping volume by up to 50%. Cornelis Kooistra also explains that

fastest automated packaging solution on the market for fit-to-size boxes. Like

this system uses as much as 30% less cardboard material for the same products.

the CVP Impack, the machine auto-boxes single- and multi-item orders without

Furthermore, this approach also eliminates empty space in the packaging and,

the need for additional equipment or operators, thus saving companies valuable

therefore, the need for filling material. Waste products are also eliminated be-

time and money.

cause the packaging process only leaves behind cardboard cuttings, which are
then recycled and processed to make new cardboard.
With regard to the machine design, Cornelis Kooistra explains: “The mechatronic
components are an essential part of the manufacturing process and ensure the
corrugated carton roll is precisely unwound, positioned and cut. This process
involves approximately 150 I/Os for the connected sensors, guard doors, lighting
and valves, for example. In addition, there are 16 DC motors, 23 synchronous
AC motors, six drum motors and three conveyor belts. The HMI module for plant
operation and maintenance is another essential component. Furthermore, the
machine is also equipped with an Industrial PC for data communication with
the customer's warehouse management and ERP systems.”
A new packaging order is read in via a bar code scanner. A 3D scanner measures
the products to be packaged and generates an image of the entire product surface. The corresponding weight is also recorded and documented on the label.
© Quadient

This label is then precisely positioned by the double label printer. Optionally,
a robot module can be utilized to place an invoice inside the packaging. The
process is monitored by a total of eight cameras.
Modernization with PC-based control and EtherCAT

Control cabinet with AX8000 multi-axis servo drive system (right), EtherCAT and

Cornelis Kooistra explains the current control and drive technology: "At the end

TwinSAFE Terminals (bottom left) and the EPP1322-001 EtherCAT P junction with

of 2019, Beckhoff technology was used in the CVP Impack for the first time.

IP67 protection (bottom center)

The AX8000 multi-axis servo system is an especially important product for us in
this regard, as it supports the efficient One Cable Technology (OCT) employed
by the AM8000 servomotors. We use a CX2020 Embedded PC with the familiar
TwinCAT 3 automation software to control the machine. In addition, TwinSAFE
I/Os ensure machine safety."

More information:
www.packagingbyquadient.com
www.beckhoff.com/ethercat
www.beckhoff.com/packaging
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TwinCAT 3, Simulink® modeling and digital twin help modernize textile looms

Integrated simulation model produces twist-free
ribbon yarn through reliable feeding technology

© Vintecc

The Zero Twist Feeder textile feeder from the company Vandewiele Sweden AB delivers ribbon yarn to looms without
any twisting. The basis for this is an extensive simulation model from Belgian specialist Vintecc, which has been deeply
integrated into the Beckhoff control software via the TwinCAT 3 Target for Simulink®. In this way, the bobbin speed can
be precisely synchronized with the gripper movement.

“A big player in a small niche,” says Pär Josefsson, head of Vandewiele's R&D

The Vandewiele team therefore developed a machine from scratch. The idea

department, describing the company based in Ulricehamn (east of Gothen-

was to use an arm made of carbon fiber as a buffer between the bobbin

burg) that supplies more than 60% of the world’s textile feeder market. “The

and the gripper. Pär Josefsson explains: “The bobbin delivers the yarn at an

fact that we place a strong focus on innovation is demonstrated by more

average velocity. The buffer arm then buffers the yarn, which is unwound at

than a hundred active patents.” For the development of the Zero Twist Feeder,

a continuous velocity from the bobbin, and keeps it constantly under tension.

however, Vandewiele wanted to break new ground with the integration of

It is essential to find the perfect balance for the yarn tension – strong enough

simulation into the machine controller, which is why they sought exceptional

to avoid sagging, but sufficiently flexible to prevent the yarn from tearing.

external support. This was found in the Belgian company Vintecc, which spe-

The buffer arm then delivers exactly the right amount of yarn to the looms at

cializes in model-based software development and is located in Roeselare,

the right velocity.”

close to the headquarters of the Vandewiele parent company. Both development partners also agreed that Beckhoff PC-based control with TwinCAT 3

Simulation model integrated directly into the controller

software would be the best technology to meet the demanding requirements

In order to create a controller for this process, Vintecc implemented its extensive modeling expertise in a corresponding Simulink® model. The responsible

of the application.

project manager, Brecht Vermeulen, explains: “First of all, we created a digital
Defect-free textile fabric is the goal

twin of the machine in which all the software was programmed in Simulink®.

When weaving carbon fiber, glass or plastic fiber into ribbon yarn, twisting or

The model includes several sub-models, each representing one aspect of the

balling up of the supplied yarn is one of the biggest problems. The resulting

machine design, such as parameters, security, alarms and HMI.” From his point

defects would not only be visible but would also mean a weakness in the

of view, the combination of Simulink® with the TwinCAT control software

fabric. From Pär Josefsson's point of view, conventional thread guides do not

has a particular advantage: “No separate PLC code is required. Instead, the

offer a solution here: “In such machines, the thread must be pulled off at a

TwinCAT 3 Target for Simulink® seamlessly integrates, visualizes and tunes

constant velocity. However, looms operate at high velocities and tend to pull

the model directly and seamlessly, and automatically connects to the I/Os and

on the bobbin at very irregular intervals.”

drives. Changes to the parameters, whether in the model, in TwinCAT or in

Perfectly woven textile fabrics are
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possible with twist-free yarn fed by

Above: The AX8000 multi-axis servo system ensures highly dynamic
and precise motion control.
Above, right: TwinCAT software and a Simulink® model enable high-precision
control of the AM8000 servomotors.

was the precise drive tuning, which we could always count on support from
Beckhoff to accomplish, both in Belgium and Sweden. Safety functions were
© Vintecc

implemented directly in the drives with TwinSAFE, so that no separate safety
PLC was required – another way to increase flexibility and save costs. That's
the nice thing about this application: the functionality of standard hardware is
further enhanced by the deep integration of a Simulink® model into TwinCAT

The Zero Twist Feeder delivers the yarn for the weaving process with high precision.

without additional hardware requirements."

the hardware, are immediately transferred to a non-volatile memory module.

Virtual commissioning

All parameters are stored securely and reliably in this way. This kind of deep

Extensive simulations were carried out in Belgium before the algorithms

integration is only possible with the Beckhoff platform.”

were tested on the real hardware in Sweden. Each prototype was analyzed
using measurements displayed on the TwinCAT Scope software oscilloscope

The decisive factor in the implementation was the high precision required. The

in order to mechanically optimize the Zero Twist Feeder. Pär Josefsson sums

buffer arm is about 650 mm long and must provide an accuracy of ±1.5 mm

up: “The cooperation with Vintecc and Beckhoff went very smoothly. Vintecc

in order to constantly achieve the perfect angle control. In practice, velocities

combines a high level of modeling knowledge with very direct and fast com-

can reach up to 850 m/min. “Before production begins, the machine must
therefore perform two calibration steps based on the Simulink® model in slow

munication, so that we were able to advance quickly in the development of

motion – to calibrate the bobbin diameter and the movement of the buffer

the Swedish branch office of Beckhoff. This was our first experience with the

arm. This is done by calculating the feed curve as well as the actual velocity

direct implementation of a simulation into the machine controller, and it was

and tension required for feeding the machine. During the entire insertion cy-

virtually the only way to achieve the desired results. Today, the first Zero Twist

cle, the model also compensates for changes in the bobbin diameter and the

Feeders are already proving themselves in the field with our customers – as a

tension in the arm according to the data from two sensors,” explains Brecht

single-channel device with one buffer arm or as a weft thread mixing version

Vermeulen. The entire process and the performance of the machine can be

with two buffer arms.”

the Zero Twist Feeder. Our team also received all the necessary support from

visualized and analyzed conveniently via TwinCAT HMI.
According to Brecht Vermeulen, the Zero Twist Feeder benefits in particular
from the Beckhoff Industrial PC, dynamic drive technology together with
powerful EtherCAT communication and I/O terminals: “The AX8000 multi-axis
servo system with the AM8000 servomotors and EtherCAT is the optimal combination to meet the required short cycle times. Another important element

More information:
www.vandewiele.com
www.vintecc.com
www.beckhoff.com/te1400

© Beckhoff

© Beckhoff

the Zero Twist Feeder.

© ETG
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ETG membership
growth defies
global crisis
In a recent statement, Martin Rostan, Executive Director of the EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG), summarized the global situation as follows: “In times of crisis,

Martin Rostan,

we come across many supposedly motivating quotes. There is talk of lemons that

Executive Director

become lemonade, or of doors that close so that others can open. But let's be

of ETG

honest: A crisis is not a good thing, and no amount of talk about it will help. And
neither is the historical crisis we are currently experiencing. Nevertheless, crises
enable us to examine ourselves and our actions, even if we are forced to do so.

with advanced switching conditions - even comparatively sluggish mechanics

Are we using the right strategies, the right technologies? If not, now is the time

and shorter control times lead to better precision and thus to improved quality.

to innovate, which will ultimately allow us to emerge stronger from the crisis.”

EtherCAT is therefore not an end in itself, but an added value for almost all
applications.

In the world of industrial automation, choosing the right bus system is critical to
future developments. The bus system defines system performance at least as much

The membership development of ETG shows that many manufacturers and users

as the controller. But it is the bus system that determines the choice of components

have understood this: Even in the crisis the growth is unbroken. Of course, all this

and their manufacturers. As such, it has a major impact on the overall cost of the

does not mean that the ETG had no challenges to master last year. On the contrary:

control system. It determines whether or not a centralized control architecture can

The majority of its global activities usually require the EtherCAT experts to be pres-

be used. In fact, it is the bus cycle time that determines whether the control system

ent in person, and the organization had to act here at short notice and break new

cycle time is truly usable, and by which response times are ultimately determined.

ground. By converting all face-to-face seminars and meetings into online formats,
it was possible to prepare previous content in a more target-group-oriented man-

Thus, the best control performance is of little value if it cannot be optimally utilized

ner. In summary, it can be said that ETG has taken a big step towards the future

with the help of a fast bus system. Due to its unique operating principle of frame

in terms of digitalization in the last 14 months.

processing in run-through, EtherCAT is the fastest Industrial Ethernet technology available - and thus precisely does not become a bottleneck for otherwise
high-performance control systems. In short: EtherCAT runs and paves the way for
innovation even in difficult times. Shorter response times speed up any application

© ETG

The membership development of the ETG remains unbroken even in times of the pandemic.

ETG celebrates successful defense of America's
Cup with ETNZ

|
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The new class of boat can
reach over 100 km/h on or
above the water.

In an exciting finale off Auckland, New Zealand, ETG member Emirates Team
New Zealand (ETNZ) claimed its 7th victory over challenger Luna Rossa Prada
Pirelli, successfully defending the world's oldest sporting trophy, the America’s
Cup. The races featured a spectacular new class of boat that can reach over
100 km/h on or above the water thanks to canting hydrofoils with highly
dynamic controllable flaps. The foils are moved hydraulically and, like many
other functions on board, are controlled via EtherCAT. EtherCAT was chosen by
ETNZ as the central bus system on board to achieve extremely fast response
times. The team also appreciates the flexibility to integrate other systems into
the EtherCAT network via gateways. Emirates Team New Zealand has been an
active member of ETG since 2016 and recently supported the organization by
hosting an EtherCAT seminar at their stunning team headquarters in the port
of Auckland last year.

Second EtherCAT Interoperability Testing Week
After the first EtherCAT Interoperability Testing Week of the EtherCAT Technology

Participants from more than 25 registered companies from five countries lis-

Group at the beginning of the year met with a great response, especially in

tened to the presentations on topics such as the EtherCAT Conformance Test

Europe, the second edition of the event was also very well received. During

Tool (CTT), EtherCAT Slave Stack Code (SSC), EtherCAT Slave Configuration

the one-week digital event, which was coordinated to the time zones of South,

Interface (SCI) or Safety over EtherCAT (FSoE) implementation, took part in

Central and North America, developers of EtherCAT devices were able to im-

the Q&A sessions and used the expert panels to clarify their individual imple-

prove the interoperability of their products online as well as their development

mentation questions. Dr. Guido Beckmann, EtherCAT expert of Beckhoff and

know-how and found an opportunity for interactive knowledge exchange

Chairman of the ETG Technical Committee, summarized the event as follows:

with the other participants. The wide acceptance of EtherCAT is reflected in

“The EtherCAT Interoperability Testing Weeks offer device manufacturers a

numerous device implementations worldwide. To ensure that these devices

welcome opportunity to improve the interoperability of their implementa-

can operate in the field without interference and are compatible with each

tion without already having the devices in the field. This approach, which

other, ETG offers, in addition to a defined conformance test process, events

has already been successfully supported in the ETG for years by numerous

several times a year that test and improve the compatibility and interoper-

EtherCAT Plug Fests, can fortunately be continued in COVID-19 times through

ability of EtherCAT devices. One such event is the EtherCAT Interoperability

the intensive exchange with the ETG experts in the online sessions.” Following

Testing Week, whose second edition mainly attracted participants from the

the renewed success of the event, there will soon also be EtherCAT Interoper-

focus market America. In addition to the so-called Webinar Sessions, where

ability Testing Weeks in Japan, China and Korea.

registrants were online together to participate in various presentations or
Q&A sessions, for example, there were also 1:1 expert sessions, where device
manufacturers could discuss their EtherCAT implementations directly with
ETG representatives in a protected room and clarify open questions regarding development, interoperability and testing. And this was well received:

All dates can already be found online at:
www.ethercat.org/events

© Emirates Team New Zealand
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Exhibition dates 2021*
Europe
Germany
Husum Wind
14 – 17 September 2021
Husum
www.husumwind.com

MEORGA MSR-Spezialmesse
15 September 2021
Ludwigshafen
www.meorga.de

FACHPACK
28 – 30 September 2021
Nuremberg
www.fachpack.de

messtec + sensor masters
28 – 29 September 2021
Stuttgart
https://messtec-masters.de

FMB
10 – 12 November 2021
Bad Salzuflen

hi Tech & Industry Scandinavia
05 – 07 October 2021
Herning

Pohjanmaan Teollisuus
24 November 2021
Vaasa

www.fmb-messe.de

www.hi-industri.dk

www.pohjanmaanteollisuus.fi

productronica
16 – 19 November 2021
Munich

WindEurope Electric City
23 – 25 November 2021
Kopenhagen

France

www.productronica.com

www.windeurope.org/ElectricCity2021

SPS
23 – 25 November 2021
Nuremberg

Finland

https://sps.mesago.com

Austria

www.smart-linz.at

www.alihankinta.fi/fi

Belgium

AVITA – AudioVisual Expo
06 – 07 October 2021
Helsinki

www.messe-stuttgart.de/vision

www.abissummit.be

Motek
05 – 08 October 2021
Stuttgart

Denmark

MEORGA MSR-Spezialmesse
27 October 2021
Landshut
www.meorga.de

EOT
31 August – 02 September 2021
Herning
www.eot.dk

Global Industrie
07 – 10 September 2021
Lyon
www.global-industrie.com

Great Britain
Alihankinta
21 – 23 September 2021
Tampere

ABISS
07 October 2021
Kortrijk

www.global-industrie.com

www.paviljonki.fi/messut/puumessut

SMART Automation Austria
19 – 21 Oktober 2021
Linz

Vision
05 – 07 October 2021
Stuttgart

www.motek-messe.de

Puu2021
08 – 10 September 2021
Jyväskylä

GI Preview
22 – 23 June 2021

https://audiovisualexpo.messukeskus.com

Verkostomessut
06 – 07 October 2021
Tampere
www.verkostomessut.fi

SPE Offshore Europe
07 – 10 September 2021
www.offshore-europe.co.uk

PPMA Show
28 – 30 September 2021
Birmingham
www.ppmatotalshow.co.uk

Norway
Aqua Nor
24 – 27 August 2021
Trondheim
www.aquanor.no

Teknologia 21
09 – 11 November 2021
Helsinki
https://teknologia.messukeskus.com

OTD Energy
20 – 21 October 2021
Stavanger
www.otdenergy.com
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*

The protection of
employees, customers and
visitors is our top priority;
due to the COVID-19
pandemic, below listed
exhibition dates are
subject to change
without notice.
Spain
Big Science Business Forum
28 September – 01 October 2021
Granada
www.bsbf2020.org

Hispack
19 – 22 October 2021
Barcelona
www.hispack.com

Switzerland
SINDEX
31 August – 02 September 2021
Bern

Automotive Testing Expo
01 – 03 September 2021
Shanghai
www.testing-expo.com/china

Industrial Automation Show
14 – 18 September 2021
Shanghai
www.industrial-automation-show.com

CWP
18 – 20 October 2021
Beijing
www.chinawind.org.cn

www.sindex.ch

CeMAT ASIA
26 – 29 October 2021
Shanghai

Asia

www.cemat-asia.com

China
SCIIF
29 June – 01 July 2021
Shenzhen
www.sciif.com

India
Automation Expo
22 – 25 September 2021
Mumbai
www.automationindiaexpo.com

AHTE
07 – 10 July 2021
Shanghai
www.shanghaiahte.com

InfoComm
21 – 23 July 2021
Beijing

Japan
MECT
20 – 23 October 2021
Nagoya

South Korea
Smart Factory + Automation World
08 – 10 September 2021
Seoul
www.automationworldkorea.com

Taiwan
Automation Taipei
18 – 21 August 2021
Taipei
www.chanchao.com.tw/AutomationTaipei

United Arab Emirates
ADIPEC
15 – 18 November 2021
Abu Dhabi
www.adipec.com

FABTECH
13 – 16 September 2021
Las Vegas, NV
www.fabtechexpo.com

PACK EXPO Las Vegas
27 – 29 September 2021
Las Vegas, NV
www.packexpolasvegas.com

INTERPHEX
19 – 21 October 2021
New York City, NY
www.interphex.com

The Assembly Show
26 – 28 October 2021
Rosemont, IL
www.assemblymag.com/the-assembly-show

North America
USA
ATX West
10 – 12 August 2021
Anaheim, CA
www.atxwest.com

OTC
16 – 19 August 2021
Houston, TX
https://2021.otcnet.org

www.mect-japan.com

www.infocomm-china.com

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/exhibition

www.pc-control.net

